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Executive Summary  
Overview
This case study describes the inception, development and implementation of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending Operations. The case study was
developed under contract to the HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation (ASPE)DVSDUWRIDSURMHFWHQWLWOHG³(YDOXDWLRQDQG$QDO\WLF6XSSRUWIRU++6
Healthy Weight and Obesity Initiatives.´
Background
In May 2009, the Office of Personnel Management began developing worksite wellness best
practices and other initiatives to retain a strong federal workforce. The Offices of Management
and Budget and Health Reform began coordinating with federal agencies to provide healthier
food selections to federal employees. The effort to improve food choices and wellness at federal
facilities was led by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), General
Services Administration (GSA), and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA).
In February 2010, GSA released the Wellness and Sustainability Requirements for Contracts at
Federal F acilities, a set of procurement guidelines that sought to make positive changes in
concessions contracts by enhancing cafeteria operations and minimizing environmental impact.
GSA planned to use the requirements to select cafeteria and concessions vendors that serve
federal facilities. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) strongly supported
*6$¶VDFWLRQVWRLPSURYHZHOOQHVVDQGVXVWDLQDELOLW\LQWKHIHGHUDOZRUN place, and initiated a
cross-agency partnership to develop specific food, nutrition, and sustainability standards to
complement the GS$¶VWellness and Sustainability Requirements. Based on the HHS and
USDA Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010 and sustainability best practices, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) coordinated a steering committee of staff from several
HHS agencies and offices, together with GSA and other collaborators, to develop the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending Operations.
The Health and Sustainability Guidelines focus on improving the health of the thousands of
employees and others who eat at federal facilities each day and conserving vital environmental
resources. The goal of the guidelines is to:
³DVVLVWFRQWUDFWRUVLQPD[LPL]LQJDKHDOWKLHUDQGVXVWDLQDEOHIRRGVHUYLFHE\LQFUHDVLQJ
the offering of healthier and sustainable food and beverage choices, while eliminating
industrially produced trans fats, decreasing the sodium content in available foods, and
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allowing individuals to make informed choices about what they are purchasing and
HDWLQJWKURXJKWKHODEHOLQJRIPHQXLWHPV´1
Shortly before the guidelines were publicly released, HHS and GSA developed a request for
proposal (RFP) to issue a new contract to pilot the Health and Sustainability Guidelines at the
HHS Hubert H. Humphrey Building Cafeteria. The Humphrey Building was the first federal
food service operation to implement the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. As of March
2012, aOORIWKH*6$¶VIHGHUDOIDFLOLWLHVLQWKH&DSLWDO5HJLRQDUHLQFRUSRUDWLQJWKHJXLGHOLQHV
in full or in part.
Between May 2011 and 2012, NORC at the University of Chicago developed a case study to
document the collaborative process used by HHS, GSA, and others to incorporate the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines into an RFP, DQGWRGHVFULEHYHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVRQWKH
implementation of the guidelines in current and future cafeteria contracts.
Case Study Methods
The case study addressed four major research questions:
f

How did GSA and HHS incorporate the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into the RFP
for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria?

f

What lessons can be learned from the RFP development process?

f

To what extent will vendors that bid on federal food service contracts face new challenges
or opportunities as a result of the implementation of the Health and Sustainability

Guidelines?
f

Based on the Humphrey Building Cafeteria YHQGRU¶VH[SHULHQFH²as well as feedback
from other federal food service vendors²to what extent does adherence to the Health and

Sustainability Guidelines impact cafeteria sales, menu offerings, and food delivery?
Methods included a document review on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and interviews
with nine federal staff who participated in the development and implementation of the
guidelines, and nine federal food service vendors, including the vendor that implemented the
guidelines in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria. The purpose of the federal staff interviews was
to gather detailed information about the development of the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines, and the use of those guidelines in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP. The
purpose of the vendor interviews was to learn about federal food service YHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWives
³Healthier Food at Federal Worksites: Health and Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending
Operations.´*HQHUDO6ervices Administration, accessed February 20, 2012.
1
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on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and possible implications for their operations and/or
the federal cafeteria industry as a whole.
HHS and GSA identified the appropriate key individuals for the federal staff interviews,
including operations staff who were familiar with the goals of HHS for healthy eating and
sustainability, and individuals that reviewed the proposals for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
contract. GSA identified the appropriate company representatives for the vendor interviews from
the food service industry. GSA identified vendors that are implementing or had the ability to
implement the guidelines in established facilities, including companies that were interested in
bidding on the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract.
NORC also reviewed cafeteria sales data for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria to explore trends.
Finally, NORC solicited feedback on this case study from a work group composed of key staff
from HHS and GSA. The NORC Institutional Review Board approved the data collection
procedures and study instruments under protocol 110802 on August 11, 2011.
Limitations
Although GSA informed federal food service vendors about the new Health and Sustainability
Guidelines, and conducted discussions with vendors to solicit feedback on the guidelines, the
nine vendor representatives who participated in interviews (on behalf of their vendor
organizations) had varying levels of knowledge about the guidelines. At the time of the case
study, some vendors had not yet implemented the guidelines, and therefore provided their
perspectives on the feasibility of implementing the guidelines in the future.
Further, tKHFDVHVWXG\IRFXVHVRQYHQGRUV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQGSHUVpectives related to concessions.
The guidelines may have important implications for organizations that operate vending machines
and snack bars, though this subject is not described in this case study.
Due to resource constraints, NORC did not conduct interviews with Humphrey Building
Cafeteria patrons. Other unaddressed confounding variables²such as whether the vendor
applied for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract but was not awarded the contract²may
have influenced YHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHV.
Key Findings
The case study identified key findings related to the development of the guidelines, the
translation of the the guidelines into an RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria, and the
implementation of the guidelines. Vendors also reported common challenges and opportunities.

Developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
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The steering committee that developed the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was led by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and included experts in nutrition,
VXVWDLQDELOLW\DQGPDQDJHPHQWIURPDFURVV++6DQGIURP*6$¶VCapital Region Office and
Central Office and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). HHS steering committee
participants, in addition to those from CDC, were from several offices and agencies, including
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the
Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP), the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Administration (ASA), and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and
Evaluation (ASPE).
The steering committee considered a number of factors when developing the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines, including linkages between agriculture and industry; implications for
the food supply chain; the balance between healthier choices and consumer satisfaction; the
impact on thHKRVSLWDOLW\LQGXVWU\¶VSURILWVDQGPDUNHWSODFHOLPLWDWLRQVIRUVSHFLILFSURGXFWV
(e.g., lower-sodium deli meats and cheeses). The nutrition elements of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines are based on the Dietary Guidelines for Americans 2010. The
sustainability guidelines were developed from *6$¶VWellness and Sustainability Requirements
for Contracts at Federal F acilities; executive orders that promote environmentally sound and
sustainable methods of operation; and legislation and initiatives such as the 86'$¶V2UJDQLF
Foods Production Act and the National Organic Program.
Experts from across HHS reviewed the guidelines. The steering committee incorporated this
feedback, and publicly released the Health and Sustainability Guidelines on March 24, 2011.

Translating the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into a Request for Proposal (R F P) for
the H umphrey Building Cafeteria. While the steering committee was developing the guidelines,
several GSA stakeholders from this committee began planning to pilot the guidelines in a federal
cafeteria. Key stakeholders from HHS and GSA identified the HHS Hubert H. Humphrey
Building Cafeteria in Washington, DC as the pilot location. Federal employees at the Humphrey
Building were eager for healthier food options and greener products, which helped HHS to rebid
the current contract that was up for renewal. HHS and GSA collaborated to develop an RFP that
incorporated the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Many of the same individuals who
developed the guidelines also participated in the process of translating the guidelines into a RFP.
Staff from GSA developed the RFP, in collaboration with HHS operations and management
staff. Other HHS staff (i.e., experts in sustainability and nutrition) were also involved throughout
the review and vendor selection process. In developing the RFP, GSA solicited feedback from
federal vendors to gauge the feasibility of including some or all of the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines in the RFP. HHS operations staff provided review and participated in the final HHS
procurement selection process. The final RFP incorporated the preliminary draft of the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines, with an understanding that both the guidelines and the RFP would
require flexibility and future revisions.
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Key stakeholders that were involved in the RFP development process did not report challenges
related to interpreting the guidelines or translating them into contract language. The main
challenge was striking a balance between the types of health and sustainability initiatives that
GSA and HHS proposed for the cafeteria and the reality of what the industry could reasonably
support because of the availability of products in the marketplace, costs, and other factors. To
overcome these challenges, GSA built flexibility into the RFP. For example, the guidelines
suggest that 25 percent of the product offerings must be organically, locally or ³sustainably´
grown. In the event that reasonably priced local food is not available year-round, the vendor can
choose to source organic or fair trade items instead. The RFP allows for different combinations
of menu choices so that vendors have some flexibility in meeting the guidelines. Also, according
to the RFP, vendors must ensure that 40 percent of their menu offerings meet all of the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines.
HHS reported that a diverse group of vendors responded to the RFP, including both large and
small companies. Vendor proposals were scored on criteria including: Corporate
Capability/Sanitation/ Management Controls and Accountability (20%); Resources and
Staffing (15%); Menu Cycle and Variety (15%); Wellness Program (20%); Price and Portion
Policies (10%); and Sustainability (20%). Reviewers from GSA and HHS brought experience in
nutrition, sustainability, and operations. The winning vendor was awarded the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria contract in November 2010 and began serving customers in January 2011. In
February 2011, after the contract was in place, the final Health and Sustainability Guidelines
were incorporated into the FRQWUDFW¶V operating procedures for the cafeteria.

Implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines in the H umphrey Building Cafeteria.
The Humphrey Building was the first federal food service operation to implement the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines. The vendor implemented a range of programs and services that
embody the guidelines, including a healthier choice menu program, a promotional program that
offers healthier options each day that meet all of the guidelines; access to nutrition information
and a dietitian; a refillable coffee mug and water bottle program; and composting. 7KHYHQGRU¶V
website provides customers with a place to provide feedback. The vendor also plans to
administer a customer satisfaction survey one year post-implementation. Vendor representatives
and federal staff commented that the cafeteria KDVD³KHDOWKLHU´appearance. Nutrition
information on signage, and promotional materials about fair trade coffee, and recycling, are
featured at the point of purchase.
The vendor has tried to price healthy meals competitively. GSA data indicated that, comparing
the first six months of 2010 to the first six months of 2011, monthly cafeteria sales increased by
34 percent on average. Monthly check averages (i.e., the average amount each guest spends on a
meal) also increased (comparing the first six months in 2010 to the first six months in 2011).
Increases in prices between 2010 and 2011 may have contributed to the change in monthly check
averages. In June 2011, about 50 percent of the meals purchased met all of the Health and
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Sustainability Guidelines. HHS shares data with cafeteria patrons on healthy meal sales and
customer participation.
HHS meets on a monthly basis with the Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor to discuss mutual
objectives, including but not limited to service levels, wellness, sustainability menus and
marketing programs. GSA also meets on a quarterly basis with the vendor to conduct an
operational review of the menu, and discuss monthly reports on customer participation and sales.
GSA uses a similar operational review process in all of its 32 federal facilities that incorporate
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Additionally, GSA continues to provide guidance to all
vendors about the guidelines through meetings, emails, and newsletters.
Upon implementation of the guidelines in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria, 40 percent of the
YHQGRU¶Vmenu items were required to meet the guidelines. The percentage of the guidelines that
vendors must meet will increase in response to customer demand and industry direction.

Challenges. The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor and/or other vendors that serve federal
facilities identified several common challenges with respect to implementing the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines: meeting the sodium guidelines; sourcing specialty products; access to
local and organic produce; the cost of healthier products; and customer acceptance.
Meeting the sodium guidelines. The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor and other vendors
that serve federal facilities reported that a key challenge has been meeting the sodium criteria in
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. According to the guidelines, all individual food items
must FRQWDLQPJVRGLXPDVVHUYHGXQOHVVRWKHUZLVHVSHFLILHG$OOPHDOVPXVWFRQWDLQ
900 mg sodium as served (approximately 39% of the Dietary Guideline recommendation of
PJIRUGDLO\LQWDNH 7KHIROORZLQJRIIHULQJVPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXPSer serving:
all cereal, bread and pasta offerings; all vegetable offerings; processed cheeses; and vegetable
juices. There are two key challenges associated with sodium. The first challenge is a lack of
availability of lower sodium products, especially in the institutional pack size, in the
marketplace. According to vendors, the marketplace does not offer a wide variety of lower
VRGLXPSURGXFWVWKDWPHHWWKHJXLGHOLQHV¶VWDQGDUGFULWHULDSpecifically, the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria vendor reported that it is difficult to identify bread, deli meat, and cheese products that
meet the sodium criteria. The second challenge is that vendors believe customers are acclimated
to the high levels of sodium in foods like pizza and deli meats. Therefore, a few of the vendors
expressed concerned that reductions in sodium could impact customer participation.
Sourcing specialty products. The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor reported challenges
related to sourcing specialty products such as lower sodium deli meat. The vendor indicated that
food service distributors are reluctant to purchase specialty products with a limited shelf life
from manufacturers. The vendor explained that in order for the product to be profitable²due to
high fuel costs and other factors²manufacturers have high shipping requirements and products
are shipped in bulk pallets and inventory quantities. However, the cafeteria may not be able to
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sell a large volume of specialty products, and/or fresh items, before they expire, and therefore,
could lose money.
A ccess to local and organic produce. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines have standard
criteria related to offering organically, locally or documented sustainably grown products as well
as seasonal varieties of fruits and vegetables. Vendors described challenges associated with
meeting the guidelines on organic and locally grown produce (e.g., to meet the standard criteria,
25 percent of the product line must be organic, local or sustainably grown). Vendors commented
that food service operations on the East Coast face challenges in securing organic and local
produce year round.
Cost. A majority of the vendors expressed concern that their profit/loss ratio could be affected by
the guidelines. Vendors noted that healthy items cost more to purchase and prepare. Foods that
are more costly include fresh vegetables and fruits, depending upon the time of the year, and any
item that is fresh and not processed. Vendors reported that compostable and disposable products
are more costly. Other costs include infrastructure costs related to upgrading facilities for fresh
cooking and fresh product storage, and front-of-house updates to offer chilled tap water.
Additionally, vendors reported that they would need to provide additional training to chefs and
other staff to prepare healthier options rather than using as many ready-made products.
C ustomer acceptance. Some vendors were concerned that the food that fulfills the guidelines
would only appeal to a health conscious consumer, affecting sales. Vendors acknowledged that
this challenge could be addressed through educational efforts. For example, the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria vendor indicated that consumers were initially dissatisfied with the transition
to organic, bird friendly coffee because it cost patrons 10 to 15 cents more per cup. The vendor
addressed this challenge by collaborating with GSA and HHS to launch a successful marketing
and education campaign about the benefits of purchasing organic, bird friendly coffee. Today,
FRIIHHLVRQHRIWKHYHQGRU¶VEest-selling products.
Vendors noted other concerns such as the cost of organic products; the increased labor associated
with providing locally produced items; the ongoing costs associated with updating and printing
nutrition materials; and a lack of local composting facilities in some areas. Several vendors said
that they expected the guidelines would have an impact on their menu offerings, by limiting the
types of beverages they could offer and reducing the variety of dry cereal products (i.e., cereals
must have at least 3g of fiber and less than 10g total sugars per serving).

Opportunities. The guidelines present a number of opportunities. The Humphrey Building
Cafeteria vendor found that the experience of implementing the guidelines has changed the way
their company offers and markets foods²not only in their HHS contract, but in others as well.
Other vendors commented that the guidelines are an opportunity for cross-company learning for
their management, staff, and marketing and communications departments. Additionally, some
thought the guidelines would enable vendors to be more creative and innovative.
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Lessons Learned
7KH+XPSKUH\%XLOGLQJ&DIHWHULDYHQGRU¶VH[SHULHQFHLPSOHPHQWLQJthe guidelines offers a
model for other federal, state and local agencies, organizations, and businesses. The guidelines
have changed the way that food is purchased, prepared and presented in the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria. Since the implementation of the guidelines, HHS and GSA have collaborated to
promote the guidelines to other federal agencies. GSA frequently engages vendors that serve
both government and non-government cafeterias to discuss opportunities for creating healthier
menus and more sustainable food products. As of March 2012DOORIWKH*6$¶V federal
facilities in the Capital Region are incorporating the guidelines in full or in part.
Key stakeholders involved in developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP
for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria offer several valuable lessons learned for government staff;
food service vendors; and other public and private agencies that may consider implementing the
guidelines in the future.

Lessons Learned for Government
Federal staff found that having a multi-disciplinary cross-agency partnership was
instrumental to their success in developing the guidelines and translating them into an
R F P. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines, and the resulting RFP that incorporated them,
are products of a cross-agency, multi-disciplinary collaborative. Federal staff noted that the
development of the guidelines, and translation of these guidelines into an RFP, was a team
approach, and that the collaboration across agencies to bring the best available nutrition science
to vendors facilitated their success.
T here is a need for more industry education about the guidelines, and specifically, the
flexibility associated with the implementation of the guidelines. *6$¶VFRQWUDFWZLWKWKH
Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor contains flexible terms about the implementation of the
guidelines. For example, according to the RFP, the current Humphrey Building cafeteria vendor
must ensure that 40 percent of their product offerings meet the guidelines. Discussions with other
federal cafeteria vendors suggested that they may not be aware of the flexibility associated with
implementing the guidelines and the standard criteria for some of the guidelines. As the
guidelines are implemented more broadly within state, local and private organizations, more
direct-to-new vendor education may be needed about the standard criteria and the possibility of a
flexible implementation strategy.

Lessons Learned for F ood Service Vendors
Industry experts provided valuable feedback on the feasibility of implementing some of the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines, which impacted the content of the R F P. In addition to
consulting nutrition and sustainability experts from across the federal government, GSA solicited
feedback from current federal cafeteria vendors to determine the feasibility of the guidelines.
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Vendor feedback confirmed the challenges that were noted by federal staff, such as requesting
specific products from food purveyors or developing a composting program. Therefore, GSA
created an RFP that can be easily adapted to different agencies in different locations with
different timelines and priorities.

Lessons Learned for Other Public and Private Agencies or Organizations
Consumers played a major role in the successful implementation of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines at H HS. Another lesson learned was the importance of support from
HHS cafeteria patrons. Prior to the guidelines, HHS employees expressed a desire for healthier
and more sustainable food choices and practices, making the Humphrey Building Cafeteria an
ideal location to pilot the guidelines. The HHS Cafeteria Patrons Committee gathered feedback
from employees, and found that patrons were willing to invest more for healthier options and
JUHHQHUSURGXFWV)HGHUDOVWDNHKROGHUVFRPPHQWHGWKDWFDIHWHULDSDWURQV¶DZDUHQHVVRIWKH
importance of sustainable practices and their commitment to making healthier choices
contributed to a smooth transition to the guidelines.
T he successful implementation of the guidelines at H HS can be attributed, in part, to
effective education and mar keting efforts about health, wellness and sustainability. Federal
stakeholders commented that consumer education about healthier products and sustainability
practices contributed greatly to the success of the implementation of the guidelines. When the
guidelines were piloted at the Humphrey Building, HHS collaborated with the vendor to
communicate the value of the initiative and other important changes to consumers. Key strategies
included marketing through interactive menu boards, promotions of healthier meals, and
information about specific changes such as composting and sustainable coffee. Federal
stakeholders reported that agencies or other entities that wish to implement the guidelines may
achieve better outcomes if they collaborate with their vendor to provide education about nutrition
and sustainability, and changes to product offerings and pricing.
Federal staff offered guidance to other public and private entities developing a similar R F P
based on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines . Federal staff responded to a final and
LPSRUWDQWTXHVWLRQ³If another public or private entity were to develop a similar RFP based on
Health and Sustainability GuidelinesZKDWDGYLFHZRXOG\RXJLYHWKHP"´First, federal
operations staff said that it is important to appoint a person to oversee the implementation of the
guidelines in the facility and hold the vendor accountable to meeting the standards. Second,
stakeholders talked about the importance of the relationship between GSA, the tenant agency,
and the vendor. This trio is best suited to create a process for working within the constraints of
the supply chain to maximize the guidelines and push beyond them. A final theme was the need
for the tenant agency to demonstrate their commitment to health and wellness programs and
communicate that commitment to employees before they ever enter the cafeteria. Stakeholders
believe that the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP developed as part of this
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process will help agencies and vendors to customize their offerings based on the targeted
consumer base while still driving improvements.
Future research should track the long-term impacts of the guidelines on consumer demand, the
food supply chain, and the hospitality and manufacturing industries, more generally.
Additionally, future studies on the guidelines could incorporate customer feedback about
whether they select healthier menu offerings and why. Based on this study, GSA may consider
developing a mechanism for GRFXPHQWLQJYHQGRUV¶SURJUHVVRYHUWLPHLGHQWLI\LQJFKDOlenges
and opportunities; and sharing best practices that would be of interest to other food service
operations that are implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
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Introduction
This case study describes the inception, development and implementation of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines. The case study was developed under contract to the HHS Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), as part of a project entitled,
³(YDOXDWLRQDQG$QDO\WLF6XSSRUWIRU++6+HDOWK\ Weight and Obesity Initiatives.´

Overview
The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is implementing an array of
programs to address the increasing prevalence of obesity in the U.S. population. The HHS
Healthy Weight and Obesity Initiative encompasses many of these programs, policies, and
initiatives, which are taking place in a range of community, clinical, and marketplace settings.
These interventions target multiple socio-ecological levels; engage stakeholders across sectors of
influence (e.g., government, industry); and are designed to affect various outcomes (e.g., social
norms and values, or changes to the social and physical environments in which health behavior
occurs).
The HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) contracted with
NORC at the University of Chicago to conduct evaluation and reporting activities spanning
several of these initiatives. Through a 24-PRQWKSURMHFW³(YDOXDWLRQDQG$QDO\WLF6XSSRUWIRU
HHS Healthy Weight and Obesity Initiatives,´125&LVDVVLVWLQJ++6E\WUDFNLQJSURJUHVVRQ
activities to reverse the obesity epidemic. NORC is collecting data from a selected portfolio of
HHS healthy weight projects, preparing reports for HHS, and providing technical assistance and
evaluation support to selected projects. The project began in September 2010. 125&¶VDFWLYLWLHV
for this project include: 1) data collection and reporting, and 2) evaluation technical assistance
and support. To help monitor progress and inform future program development, NORC is
collecting, analyzing, and reporting on qualitative and quantitative data and information
submitted by various offices and agencies. NORC is also complementing the work of HHS
technical evaluation specialists by providing technical assistance and evaluation support to
selected projects.
One of the evaluation support activities was to develop a case study that describes the process
followed by HHS, the General Services Administration (GSA), and others to translate the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending Operations into a request for
proposal (RFP) for the HHS Hubert H. Humphrey Building in Washington, DC.
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Background
In May 2009, the Office of Personnel Management began developing worksite wellness best
practices and other initiatives to retain a strong federal workforce.1 Additionally, the White
House Offices of Management and Budget and Health Reform began coordinating with federal
agencies to provide healthier food selections to federal employees.2 This effort to improve food
choices and wellness at federal facilities was led by the GSA with assistance from the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA).
In February 2010, GSA released the Wellness and Sustainability Requirements for Contracts at
Federal F acilities,3 a set of procurement guidelines that sought to make positive changes in
concessions contracts by enhancing cafeteria operations and minimizing environmental impact.
GSA planned to use the requirements in concessions contracts for federal facilities. HHS
strRQJO\VXSSRUWHG*6$¶VDFWLRQVWRLPSURYHZHOOQHVVDQGVXVWDLQDELOLW\LQWKHIHGHUDOZRUN
place, and initiated a cross-agency partnership to develop specific food, nutrition, and
sustainability guidelines to complement the GSA¶VUHTXLUHPHQWV. Based on the HHS and USDA
Dietary Guidelines for A mericans 20104and sustainability best practices, the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) coordinated a steering committee of staff from several HHS
agencies and offices, together with GSA and other collaborators to develop the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending Operations.5 HHS and GSA
released the Health and Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending
Operations in March 2011. The goal of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines is to:
³ Assist contractors in maximizing a healthier and sustainable food service by
increasing the offering of healthier and sustainable food and beverage choices,
while eliminating industrially produced trans fats, decreasing the sodium content
in available foods, and allowing individuals to make informed choices about what
they are purchasing and eating through the labeling of menu items.´6
HHS and GSA intended for the Health and Sustainability Guidelines to assist vendors that
provide concessions and vending services to federal government facilities. GSA also uses the
guidelines to evaluate the services provided by federal vendors.7 The Health and Sustainability
Guidelines apply to all food service concession operations and vending machines managed by
HHS and GSA.
Shortly before the Health and Sustainability Guidelines were publicly released, HHS and GSA
issued a new contract to pilot them at the HHS Humphrey Building Cafeteria.8 HHS and GSA
collaborated to develop a request for proposal (RFP) that incorporated Health and Sustainability
Guidelines. $VRI-DQXDU\DOORIWKH*6$¶V federal facilities in the Capital Region
incorporate the guidelines in full or in part. Exhibit 1 is a timeline of key events related to the
development and implementation of the guidelines. A comprehensive timeline of events is
provided in the Appendix A.
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Exhibit 1: Timeline of Key Events Related to the Development and Implementation of the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines
October 2008 ±
December 2010

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services (HHS) convene to develop the Dietary Guidelines
for Americans, 2010.

May 2009

The Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) began developing wellness best
practices and a plan for the federal workforce. GSA led this effort.

October 2009

President Obama signed Executive Order 13514, requiring federal
agencies to purchase and operate in a more sustainable manner.

February 2010

GSA released the Wellness and Sustainability Requirements for
Contracts at Federal F acilities.
GSA, HHS and collaborators initiated the development of the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines.

March ± July 2010

GSA and HHS developed the request for proposal (RFP) for the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria to pilot the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines.

July 2010

GSA and HHS received clearance on the draft Health and Sustainability
Guidelines so that the guidelines could be used in the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria RFP.
Release of the RFP for Humphrey Building Cafeteria.

August 2010

Proposals due for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria.

November 2010

GSA and HHS awarded the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract to a
new vendor.

December 2010

GSA, HHS and collaborators incorporated cross-agency feedback into
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.

January 2011

HHS and USDA released the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010.

February 2011

GSA, HHS and collaborators completed the final Health and
Sustainability Guidelines.

March 2011

GSA and HHS publicly released the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines at a ribbon cutting ceremony at the Humphrey Building.
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Summary of Case Study Methodology  
The purpose of the case study was two-fold: 1) to document the collaborative process used by
HHS, GSA, and other agencies to incorporate the newly released Health and Sustainability
Guidelines into an RFP, so that other agencies and vendors may learn from this experience, and
 WRGHVFULEHYHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVRn the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and their ability
to implement these guidelines in current and future cafeteria contracts. This is the first case study
to document the process used by HHS and GSA to develop the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines.
Research Questions and Data Sources
The case study addressed four major research questions.
f

How did GSA and HHS incorporate the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into the RFP
for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria?

f

What lessons can be learned from the RFP development process?

f

To what extent will vendors who bid on federal food service contracts face new challenges
or opportunities as a result of the implementation of the Health and Sustainability

Guidelines?
f

Based on the Humphrey Building Cafeteria vHQGRU¶VH[SHULHQFH²as well as feedback
from other federal food service vendors²to what extent does adherence to the Health and

Sustainability Guidelines impact cafeteria sales, menu offerings, and food delivery?
Exhibit 2 is a flow chart of the case study methodology. NORC convened a work group
composed of HHS and GSA staff; conducted a document review on the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines to identify issues to explore in the case study; collected data through
interviews with nine government staff that were involved in developing and implementing the
guidelines and the RFP, and nine representatives from seven different federal food service
vendors; and analyzed the interview data to identify themes for the case study. The NORC
Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved the data collection procedures and study
instruments under protocol 110802 on August 11, 2011. A summary of the methodology is
presented next. Additional detail on the methodology is provided in Appendix B.
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Exhibit 2: Case Study Methodology

May
2011

Identify key
stakeholders from
HHS and GSA to
support case study
in a work group

NORC and ASPE
define objective of
the case study

Develop research
questions and
research abstract

Meet to discuss
feedback on
abstract

Convene work group

June
2011

Conduct document
review and
brainstorm about key
issues

Meet to discuss
key issues

August
2011

Develop key
informant interview
protocols and obtain
IRB approval

Meet to discuss
feedback on protocols

October Identify, recruit, and
2011
schedule interview
participants, with
assistance from GSA

Nov/Dec
Conduct
2011
environmental scan
of vendors selected
for interviews

Finalize case study
May
2012

Meet to discuss
interviews

Conduct interviews

Nov 2011 ±
Jan 2012

Review case study
draft

Analyze interview
and cafeteria sales
data

Jan/Feb
2012

March/
April
2012

Develop case study
draft

Feb
2012
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Work Group
Prior to beginning this study, NORC convened a work group of HHS and GSA staff that
developed the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP for the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria. Through several conference calls, and one in-person meeting, federal staff played a
key role in framing the goals of this research, and provided feedback on the study design and
data collection instruments at multiple points in the project. The work group also reviewed the
draft of this case study.
Data Collection and Analysis
This section provides a short summary of the data collection activities²a document review and
interviews²as well as a description of the analysis activities.

Document Review. NORC reviewed the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010 and the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines as well as other grey literature sources9,10,11,12,13 that describe the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines and their implementation at the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria. NORC also reviewed the previous RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria, and the
new RFP that incorporates the guidelines. Additionally, NORC reviewed publicly available
information on the food service vendors that were selected to participate in interviews; the
purpose of this environmental scan was to identify whether the vendor uses the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines or participates in other health, wellness or sustainability activities.
NORC also reviewed preliminary sales and operations data for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
vendor, which were provided by GSA.
Interviews. NORC conducted 16 interviews with three different types of individuals: federal
staff who participated in the development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and/or the
RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria (n=9); representatives from the current Humphrey
Building Cafeteria vendor (n=2); and representatives from other vendors that hold federal food
services contracts (n=7). Table 1 displays the research questions and corresponding data sources.
The purpose of the federal official interviews was to gather detailed information about the
development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, and the implementation of those
guidelines in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP. HHS and GSA collaborated with NORC to
identify the appropriate federal staff to participate in the interviews. The purpose of the vendor
interviews was to learn about federal food service YHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVRQWKH Health and
Sustainability Guidelines and possible implications for their business and/or the industry.
GSA identified the vendors, and vendor representatives, to participate in the interviews. NORC
developed an advance letter to recruit both groups of participants. NORC sent the advance letter
to federal staff, while GSA sent the advance letter to each vendor via email to secure their
participation. Prior to each interview, NORC sent each individual a list of possible discussion
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topics. Telephone interviews lasted between 45 and 60 minutes, and were conducted between
October 2011 and January 2012.

Data Analysis. Data collected through the interviews were analyzed using traditional methods of
qualitative data analysis, based on the discernment of themes and patterns in the data through a
content analysis. Data collected through the interviews and the document review process were
used to develop this case study.
Limitations
Although GSA informed federal food service vendors about the new Health and Sustainability
Guidelines, and conducted discussions with vendors to solicit feedback on the guidelines, the
nine vendor representatives who participated in interviews (on behalf of their vendor
organizations) had varying levels of knowledge about the guidelines. At the time of the case
study, some vendors had not yet implemented the guidelines, and therefore provided their
perspectives on the feasibility of implementing the guidelines in the future.
)XUWKHUWKHFDVHVWXG\IRFXVHVRQYHQGRUV¶H[SHULHQFHVDQGSHUVSHFWLYHVUHODWHGWRFRQFHVVLRQV
The guidelines may have important implications for organizations that operate vending machines
and snack bars, though this subject is not described in this case study.
Due to resource constraints, NORC did not conduct interviews with Humphrey Building
Cafeteria patrons. Other unaddressed confounding variables²such as whether the vendor
applied for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract but was not awarded the contract²may
have influenced YHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHV

Overview of the Case Study
The case study begins with an overview of the development of the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines, including key considerations related to food, nutrition, and sustainability. The next
sections discuss the development and implementation of the RFP to pilot guidelines in the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria, and other vHQGRUV¶perspectives on the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines. The case study concludes with a discussion and lessons learned.
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Part I: Developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines

  

In February 2010, HHS and GSA initiated a cross-agency partnership to develop specific
guidelines for food and nutrition based on the HHS and USDA Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, 201014 and *6$¶VWellness and Sustainability Requirements for Contracts at
Federal F acilities. The product of this collaboration was the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending Operations. According to a key stakeholder, the
motivation for creating the Health and Sustainability Guidelines ZDVVLPSOH³)ederal employees
should be healthy and have an opportunity to consume a nutritious diet while at work.´ The
guidelines were intended to provide assistance to vendors about how to implement changes to
improve healthy food and beverage choices and sustainable practices at federal worksites (see
Appendix A for a timeline of events).

A Cross-Agency Partnership to Develop the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines
Subject matter experts from HHS, GSA, and USDA
³The Health and Sustainability
participated in a steering committee to develop the Health
Guidelines are about
DVVLVWDQFH«:HDUHSURYLGLQJ
and Sustainability Guidelines between February and
guidance, a service for people.
December 2010. The steering committee was led by the
,¶YHVSRNHQWRPDQ\>IHGHUDO
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and
concession vendors]. They really
appreciate this assistance because
included experts in nutrition, sustainability and management
WKHLUMRELVQ¶WHDV\DQ\ZD\DQGLI
IURPDFURVV++6DQGIURP*6$¶VCapital Region Office and
they can get some solid dietary
guidelines, they can focus on
Central Office and the U.S. Department of Agriculture
getting the guidelines
(USDA). HHS steering committee participants, in addition to
LPSOHPHQWHG´
those from CDC, were from several offices and agencies,
- Steering committee member
including the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the
National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Office of Disease
Prevention and Health Promotion (ODPHP), the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Administration (ASA), and the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
(ASPE).
Key stakeholders across the agencies participated on a steering committee to facilitate this crossDJHQF\FROODERUDWLRQ(DFKDJHQF\¶VLQYROYHPHQWYDULHGIn some cases, one or more
stakeholders represented each agency in the development of the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines, whereas in other cases, agency leadership was involved as a reviewer of the
guidelines. Other stakeholders on the committee provided important perspectives on the
feasibility of implementing the guidelines. According to one participant, the committee was
³XVHIXO´EHFDXVHSDUWLFLSDQWVFDPHIURP³YDULous fields and [offered] various rationales around
KRZWRJHWSHRSOHWRPDNHKHDOWK\FKRLFHV´
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Over time, the steering committee evolved into a core group of people from HHS and GSA.
These individuals participated in smaller working groups to research and draft the guidelines.
HHS staff developed the nutrition elements of the guidelines. Where possible, staff also aligned
the guidelines with the )'$¶VUHTXLUHPHQWVRQIRRGand nutrition labeling. The sustainability
guidelines were based on content from the CDC Office of Sustainability. GSA provided some of
the core sustainability language, and USDA provided technical assistance. Finally, GSA staff
operationalized the definitions set forth in the nutrition and sustainability guidelines to ensure
that each element was clear and concise. GSA staff also identified potential challenges that
vendors might face in meeting specific guidelines.

The Nutrition Elements of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines
The development of the nutrition elements of the Health and
³2XUFKDOOHQJHZDVWRWDNHWKHVH
Sustainability Guidelines was based on the Dietary Guidelines
scientifically developed Dietary
Guidelines and translate them into
for Americans, 2010.15 The Dietary Guidelines for Americans
PHQXSUDFWLFH´
DUH³WKHIHGHUDOJRYHUQPHQW VHYLGHQFH-based nutritional
guidance to promote health, reduce the risk of chronic
- Steering committee member
diseases, and reduce the prevalence of overweight and obesity
through improved nuWULWLRQDQGSK\VLFDODFWLYLW\´16 The Dietary Guidelines for Americans
³summarize and synthesize knowledge about individual nutrients and food components into an
interrelated set of recommendations for healthy eating that can be adopted by the public´17 The
recommendations are intended for Americans aged two years and older, including those at
increased risk of chronic disease.
The Dietary Guidelines reflect two overarching objectives²to maintain a calorie balance, in
order to achieve and sustain a healthy weight, and to focus on consuming nutrient rich foods and
beverages:
³ Maintain calorie balance over time to achieve and sustain a healthy weight.
People who are most successful at achieving and maintaining a healthy weight do
so through continued attention to/ consuming only enough calories from foods
and beverages to meet their needs and by being physically active. To curb the
obesity epidemic and improve their health, many A mericans must decrease the
calories they consume and increase the calories they expend through physical
DFWLYLW\´18
³ F ocus on consuming nutrient-dense foods and beverages. A mericans currently
consume too much sodium and calories from solid fats, added sugars, and refined
grains. These replace nutrient-dense foods and beverages and make it difficult for
people to achieve recommended nutrient intake while controlling calorie and
sodium intake. A healthy eating pattern limits intake of sodium, solid fats, added
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sugars, and refined grains and emphasizes nutrient-dense foods and beverages²
vegetables, fruits, whole grains, fat-free or low-fat milk and milk products,
VHDIRRGOHDQPHDWVDQGSRXOWU\HJJVEHDQVDQGSHDVDQGQXWVDQGVHHGV´19
In the past, GSA advised vendors to incorporate the Dietary Guidelines for Americans into their
proposals for federal facilities. This was a challenging request given that these guidelines provide
a general dietary pattern rather than meal-level guidance. Given that cafeteria vendors typically
serve one to two meals per day, they required more guidance about how to implement the
guidelines. One representative who VHUYHGRQWKHFRPPLWWHHFRPPHQWHG³7KH Dietary
Guidelines for Americans LVWKHEHVWWUDQVODWLRQRIQXWULWLRQVFLHQFHWRGDWH«[However,] there is
DIDLUDPRXQWRIGLVWDQFHEHWZHHQWKHVFLHQFHRIWKHJXLGHOLQHVDQGWKHPHQXVWDQGDUGV´
Therefore, HHS and its collaborators set out to review and translate the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans into specific menu suggestions that could be implHPHQWHGE\YHQGRUV³)URPD
nutrition perspective, we relied on the Dietary Guidelines for AmericansEXWWKDWGRHVQ¶WLQFOXGH
WKHWUDQVODWLRQ7KHWUDQVODWLRQZDVGRQHE\VXEMHFWPDWWHUH[SHUWV´
In developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, HHS and GSA operationalized the
recommendations in the Dietary Guidelines for A mericans. The team also wanted to include
menu labeling standards in the guidelines in anticipation of FDA regulations under the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, Section 4205, ³Nutrition Labeling of Standard
MHQX,WHPVDW&KDLQ5HVWDXUDQWV´20

The Sustainability Elements of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines
In addition to promoting healthy dietary behaviors, the Health and Sustainability Guidelines also
³promote sustainable systems that protect our people, our pODQHWDQGRXUHFRQRPLFYLWDOLW\´21
The goal of HHS and GSA were to develop guidelines that emphasize a number of aspects of
sustainability, including:
Optimal land and water use efficiency;
Less food and energy waste;
Recyclable packaging;
Fewer food miles;
Use of organic, local, and sustainable foods; and
A lower carbon footprint.
The guidelines incorporated content from the *6$¶VWellness and Sustainability Requirements
for Contracts at Federal F acilities; executive orders that promote environmentally sound and
sustainable methods of operation;22,23 and USDA legislation and initiatives such as the 86'$¶V
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Organic Foods Production Act, and the National Organic Program, which requires that any
agricultural products that are sold, labeled and represented as organic are produced and
processed in accordance with these standards.24 One individual reflected on the development of
the sustainability guidelines³$ORWRIWKH>VXVWDLQDELOLW\@LQIRUPDWLRQLValready worked into
*6$¶VSURFHVV«LWZDVMXVWDPDWWHURIWDSSLQJLQWRWKDWH[SHUWLVHDQGWU\LQJWRDSSO\LWWRWKH
FRQFHVVLRQVVLGH´

Key Considerations for the Health and Sustainability Guidelines
The committee considered a number of factors when developing the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines. Key stakeholders involved in this process discussed several cross-cutting
considerations that informed the development of both the nutrition and sustainability aspects of
the guidelines.
³<RXKDYHDUHVSRQVLELOLW\WRWKH
Use the Dietary Guidelines for Americans as the
Dietary Guidelines; you have a
framework. 7KHFRPPLWWHH¶VJRDOZDVWRcreate nutrition
responsibility to the food supply
guidelines within the parameters of the Dietary Guidelines
chain, and to maintaining your
FXVWRPHUEDVH´
for Americans. One participant noted: ³I remember having
debates from time to time, when we were moving away from
- Steering committee member
the [Dietary] Guidelines²to have folks research to make
sure that what we were asking for was not so far outside the
guidelines that we would get push-EDFNRUQRWJHWVXSSRUW«IRUWKH [Health and Sustainability]
Guidelines´

F ocus on the food supply chain . The committee wanted the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines to focus on the link
between agriculture and industry, specifically by promoting
sustainable agriculture, encouraging stronger connections
between agriculture and consumers, and minimizing the
distance that produce travels to reach the consumer.
Additionally, one committee member commented that the
steering committee ³had [a] µFarm to Table¶ PHQWDOLW\«WR
reduce the length of time it takes for the food to reach the
table before the nutrients diminish. We wanted to engage
local farmers to minimize the distance from point of
FRQVXPSWLRQ´

³[In developing the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines,] the
idea was not to remove all of the
bad food... It was not to create a
restrictive environment. We are
creating these guidelines for
facilities where adults work.
Adults are capable of going
outside of their building to eat or
bringing food from home. If we
were too rigid in how we
developed the guidelines, and the
implementation of them actually
hurt sales, then we are not
succeeding in anything. ´

- Steering committee member

Maintain a customer base . The committee was striving to
create guidelines that vendors could implement while also satisfying consumers and maintaining
a strong consumer base in cafeterias. According to the 2011 Health and Food Survey, taste
continues to be one of WKHPDLQGULYHUVRI$PHULFDQV¶SXUFKDVLQJGHFLVLRQV25 As one steering
committee PHPEHUSXWLW³,I\RXZDONRXWZLWKJXLGHOLQHVWKDWGRQ¶WZRUN\RXKDYHQ¶W
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DFKLHYHGDQ\WKLQJ3UDJPDWLVPLVLPSRUWDQW´7KHUHIRUHWKHcommittee carefully selected the
FULWHULDIRUGLIIHUHQWPHQXLWHPV7KH\GHYHORSHG³VWDQGDUGFULWHULD´ZKLFKUHIHUVWRVWDQGDUGV
that are expected to be implemented during daily concession operations. They also included
³DERYHVWDQGDUG´FULWHULDZKLFKUHSUHVHQWVWKHKLJKHVWYDOXHDQGEHVWSUDFWLFHVWRWKH
government. By building in flexibility to meet or exceed the guidelines, the agency and vendors
can work together to design a menu that meets their needs.

Provide guidance to food service vendors. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines were
intended to provide guidance to enable vendors to implement nutrition science and sustainability
best practices in their operations. A steering committee PHPEHUFRPPHQWHG³:HVWDUWHGWDONLQJ
about how this would make sense to a group of people trying to run a business.´
&RQVLGHUYHQGRUV¶SURILW loss ratio. The stakeholders were
also committed to understanding how the guidelines would
LPSDFWYHQGRUV¶RSHrations. Developing the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines ZDV³QRWMXVWDERXWKDYLQJKHDOWK\
food in cafeterias. It was about how do you sell the healthy
IRRGLQWKHFDIHWHULDV"´7KHsteering committee members
were careful to consider the business perspective, and
specifically whether the guidelines would negatively impact
YHQGRUV¶SURILWORVVUDWLR.

³7KHFKDOOHQJHLQRXU
environment is that the vendors we
engage have to operate on a
profit/ loss basis, and so we have
to create an environment that is
conducive to health and wellness,
but at the sa me time conducive
from a business perspective.
Unless we marry the two, any
attempt to establish the guidelines
ZLOOEHYHU\KDUGWRLPSOHPHQW´

F ocus on environmental change . The guidelines were not
- Committee member
designed to limit consumption choices. Rather, as two
steering committee members commented, they are about ³creating environments where healthier
IRRGVZRXOGEHFKRVHQ´ DQG³building the likelihood that you will be healthy²subtracting bad
food DQGHDWLQJJRRGIRRG´ Another individual commented that the guidelines could affect
consumer demand and eventually lead to broader environmental changes: ³Public demands and
needs are going to drive the market, and that is going to change the things that are ordered. It will
WULFNOHDOOWKHZD\WKURXJKWKHV\VWHP´
Impact manufacturers. A final consideration was given to manufacturers that produce many of
the products that vendors sell³For the manufacturers to re-work their recipes and how they
SURFHVVLW¶VQRWDQHDV\WDVN´ For example, sodium was a widely debated topic in the
development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. According to key stakeholders, it is
challenging to maintain taste without sodium in products such as bread and cheese. Sodium was
identified as one of the greatest challenges in developing the guidelines, given that it is largely
driven by manufacturing. Reflecting on the lack of lower-sodium products in the marketplace, a
committee member commented that the guidelines will ³VHQGWKHPHVVDJHWRPDQXIDFWXUHUVWKDW
they need to reduce the sodium but keep flavor the same and shelf life WKHVDPH´
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F ocus on gradual changes. The committee members commented that the guidelines should
focus on gradual changes and permit leniency. According to stakeholders, it may not be possible
for vendors to fully comply with every nutritional recommendation from the Dietary Guidelines
for Americans or to meet all of the sustainability criteria. For example, vendors in some
metropolitan areas may not be able to develop a composting program.
One committee member noted that the feasibility of each guideline ZDVDNH\FRQVLGHUDWLRQ³:H
scaled back [on the standard criteria associated with some guidelines] when it came time to
ILQDOL]LQJWKHJXLGHOLQHVEHFDXVHZKDWZHZDQWHGWRDFFRPSOLVK«LVKDUGWRGRLQVRPHDUHDV
Infrastructure to support those efforts is RIWHQQRWWKHUH\HW´

Drive meaningful change. The committee consulted other government-wide sustainability
initiatives and established metrics to ensure that the sustainability guidelines would drive
meaningful change related to environmental impact, carbon footprint, and composting.

Agency-Wide Review of the Guidelines
Upon the completion of the draft Health and Sustainability Guidelines, a number of HHS
agencies participated in a formal process to provide feedback on the content. The guidelines
were firVWVHQWWKURXJK&'&¶VUHYLHZSURFHVVThe core committee addressed comments from
CDC. Then, the guidelines were sent to the other HHS agencies for review simultaneously,
coordinated by the HHS Office of the Secretary.
Overall, the primary concern during the review process was the standard criteria for the sodium
guidelines. Specifically, there was a desire from nutrition staff to implement aggressive standard
criteria; however, there was concern about whether vendors could reasonably meet the sodium
criteria given marketplace limitations. A lead committee member commented on the need to
pursue a gradual reduction in the sodium level of foods:
³:HEDVHG>WKHVRGLXPFULWHULD@RQEHVWSUDFWLFHVIRUJUDGXDOVRGLXPUHGXFWLRQ
We could have gone much lower on soGLXPEXWZHGLGQ¶WEHFDXVHRIVLPSOH
SUDFWLFDOLVVXHV«,WZRXOGSUREDEO\KXUWVDOHV,WZDVDQLVVXHRIIDLOXUHRIWKH
VXSSO\FKDLQ´
To reflect this gradual reduction in sodium, the Health and Sustainability Guidelines indicate
WKDW³DOOVRGLXPYDOXHVDUHintended as a beginning step for sodium reduction in the overall diet,
the values will be reassessed annually and adjusted based on consumer acceptance, contract
IHDVLELOLW\DQGQXWULWLRQVFLHQFH´26

Public Release of the Guidelines
The final version of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was developed over time.
Following the release of the updated Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010 in January 2011,
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the committee made changes to the Health and Sustainability Guidelines to maintain
consistency. The second and current version of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was
publicly released on March 24, 2011, in a ribbon-cutting ceremony in Washington, DC at the
HHS Humphrey Building. In the future, the HHS/GSA team will update the guidelines to reflect
consumer acceptance, contract feasibility, and changes in nutrition science. GSA will work with
vendors to respond to any changes to the guidelines.
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Part II: Translating the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into a
Request for Proposal
One of the overarching goals of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was to assist vendors,
and by extension, consumers, in making healthy food and beverage choices and creating and
promoting a sustainable food system.27 As HHS and GSA staff were developing the guidelines, a
subset of this larger team began planning to implement them in a federal cafeteria. Key
stakeholders from HHS and GSA identified the HHS Hubert H. Humphrey Building Cafeteria in
Washington, DC as the pilot location.
Federal employees at the Humphrey Building were eager for healthier food options and greener
products, which helped HHS to rebid the current contract that was up for renewal. GSA
translated the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into a request for proposal (RFP) for a new
contract at the Humphrey Building Cafeteria. The RFP and the subsequent contract were based
on the draft Health and Sustainability Guidelines. GSA intended for the RFP to serve as a model
for wellness and sustainable operations that could be useful across the federal government, and
potentially to other public and private entities. This section describes the translation of the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines into an RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria.

Overview of the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
The Humphrey Building Cafeteria is located in the Hubert H. Humphrey Building, the HHS
headquarters. The Humphrey Building houses the Office of the Secretary and Deputy Secretary;
Office of General Counsel; Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs; Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Legislation; Office of the Assistant Secretary for Budget, Technology and
Finance; Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration and Management; Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation; and the Office of Public Health and Science,
Assistant Secretary for Health. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, one of HHS'
operating divisions, also has offices in this building.28 The Humphrey Building Cafeteria and 6th
floor dining room are available for 2,000 building occupants. The building has an average of 300
visitors during the day who enter the building to attend short seminars, on-site meetings and
other functions. The cafeteria has about 150 seats, and is open for breakfast (between 7:00 and
9:30 am) and lunch (11:30 to 2:00 pm).

Developing the RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
GSA developed the RFP for the Humphrey Building between March and July 2010. The draft of
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was being developed while GSA and HHS were
working on the RFP. A timeline of key events is provided in Exhibit 3.
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Exhibit 3: The Parallel Process of Developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and
Request for Proposal for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
Development of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines
February
2010

March
through
July
2010

July
2010

HHS and GSA initiate
the development of the
Health and
Sustainability
Guidelines

As sections of the
guidelines are drafted,
HHS sends sections to
GSA for incorporation
into the RFP.

First draft of the Health
and Sustainability
Guidelines is complete
and cleared.

September/
October
2010
Agency review of the
first draft of the Health
and Sustainability
Guidelines. HHS
incorporates feedback.
November
2010

February
2011

GSA writes, reviews, and
revises an RFP for the
Humphrey Building
Cafeteria.

GSA incorporates the
final set of guidelines into
the RFP and releases the
RFP for the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria.

Proposals due for the
Humphrey Building
Cafeteria.

August
2010

December
2010

Development of the Request for
Proposal for the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria

GSA has conversations
with vendors to discuss
the feasibility of
implementing the
guidelines.

GSA awards the
Humphrey Building
Cafeteria contract.

HHS incorporates
cross-agency feedback
into the guidelines.

HHS, GSA complete
the the second and
current draft of the
guidelines.

GSA sends the
Humphrey vendor the
second and current draft
of the guidelines to
incorporate changes.
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HHS viewed the guidelines as an opportunity to develop an RFP that would facilitate sustainable
and healthy food choices in cafeterias. The intention was to pilot the RFP in the headquarters
building at HHS and then, depending upon its effectiveness, consider extending the use of the
RFP to other buildings.
Reflecting on the motivations for developing the RFP,
VHYHUDOVWDNHKROGHUVFRPPHQWHGWKDWWKH³WLPLQJZDVULJKW
IRUHPEUDFLQJZHOOQHVV´7KH++6&DIHWHULD Patrons
Committee gathered feedback from HHS employees, and
found that cafeteria patrons were willing to invest more for
healthier options and greener products.

³We knew we had an opportunity
to put together a document to
demand stronger aspects of
sustainability and healthy food in
RXUFDIHWHULD´

- Steering committee member

Additionally, the timing was right from a business perspective, as the guidelines offered an
opportunity to provide vendors with more guidance on their products and practices. One
VWDNHKROGHUFRPPHQWHG³:HZHUHDEOHWRZUDSERWK>KHDOWKDQGVXVWDLQDELOLW\@LQWRDEXVLQHVV
drive. [We have also] recently identified that our concessions >ZHUHQ¶W@ working. We were
putting out the same RFPs and getting back the same proposals and wondering why our food
ZDVQ¶WJHWWLQJDQ\EHWWHUDQGRXURSHUDWLRQVZHUHQRWJHWWLQJDQ\JUHHQHU´7KHJRDOLQ
developing the RFP was to use the guidelines to demand stronger aspects of health and
sustainability through concessions.
Many of the same individuals who developed the guidelines also participated in the process of
translating the guidelines into an RFP. Staff from GSA developed the RFP, in collaboration with
HHS operations and management staff. Other HHS staff (i.e., experts in sustainability and
nutrition) were also involved throughout the review and vendor selection process.
HHS stakeholders guided the aspects of the RFP that promote healthier menu planning and
wellness. In developing the RFP, GSA developed a crosswalk between the previous RFP and the
Health and Sustainability GuidelinesDQG³VKDUSHQHGWKHODQJXDJH´IURPWKHSUHYLRXV5)3
Additionally, GSA met with each federal vendor to evaluate the feasibility of including some or
all of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines in the Humphrey Building RFP. Their goal in
VSHDNLQJZLWKYHQGRUVZDVWRGHWHUPLQHZKHWKHUDQ\RIWKHJXLGHOLQHVZRXOGSODFHDQ³XQGXH
KDUGVKLS´RQVSHFLILFW\SHVRIYHQGRUV²for example, small businesses. One stakeholder
commented:
³,NQRZRIWKHFKDOOHQJHs that [vendors] are facing, because I have had the
opportunity to meet with every single one of our vendors. My objective is to
evaluate, in my own mind, how far can I push the envelope? How much can I get
out of these guidelines, in reality, on the table? We had lengthy discussions with
all vendors...because we are not RQO\ORRNLQJDWRQHFRQWUDFW«we are also
looking at future and past contracts. We are looking at vendors who have been
XQGHUFRQWUDFWIRU\HDUVWRUHYDPSDQGUHYLVHWKHLUPHQXRIIHULQJV´
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Characteristics of the Final RFP
The final Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP incorporated the preliminary draft of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines, with an understanding that the industry would evolve and both the
guidelines and the RFP would require future revisions. Specifically, in the RFP, vendors were
asked to comply with nutrition and sustainability requirements:

Nutrition requirements. On the nutrition side, GSA and HHS encouraged vendors to offer a
variety of food options to customers, including vegetarian, vegan, organic, light eater and leanmeat entrees. The RFP requested that vendors develop menus that offer lower fat, lower sodium,
lower calorie and reduced sugar menu items, as well as
seasonal vegetables and fruits, whole grain and high fiber
³1ow we have a much more
methodological approach to
options, lower sugar cereals, freely available drinking water,
defining what the health and
and foods that are low in sodium and free of synthetic sources
wellness progra m should look
like.´
of trans fats.
- Steering committee member
Sustainability requirements. On the sustainability side, the
RFP encouraged vendors to provide incentives for using
reusable beverage containers, green cleaning and pest-control practices, and compostable and
bio-based products. Additionally, the RFP asked vendors to offer food that is organically, locally
or sustainably grown and labeled accordingly, and seafooGLGHQWLILHGDV³%HVW&KRLFHV´RU
³*RRG$OWHUQDWLYHV´RQWKH0RQWHUH\%D\$TXDULXP¶V6HDIRRG:DWFK/LVWRUFHUWLILHGE\WKH
Marine Stewardship Council (or an equivalent program).

Finally, the RFP suggested that vendors develop creative plans for product placement, for
example, by arranging healthy menu offerings in the front of each serving line or at key places
that are closest to eye level, or by offering marketing promotions for specific meals.

Challenges and Solutions Related to the Development of the RFP
Key stakeholders that were involved in this process did not report challenges related to
interpreting the Health and Sustainability Guidelines or translating the information into contract
ODQJXDJH7KHPDLQFKDOOHQJHZDVWU\LQJWR³ILQGDEDODQFHEHWZHen what [GSA and HHS]
would like to see in the cafeteria and what the industry can VXSSRUW´)RUH[DPSOHWKHUHZHUH
concerns about meeting the sodium guidelines and identifying local products at all times of the
year. There was also some concern about venGRUV¶DELOLW\WRLPSOHPHQWWKHFRPSRVWLQJ
guidelines. Further, there was uncertainty as to how much time the vendor would require to meet
all of the guidelines (i.e., would it be a matter of weeks? Months?)
To overcome these challenges, GSA built some flexibility into the RFP. For example, the
guidelines suggest that 25 percent of the product offerings should be organically or locally or
documented sustainably grown (e.g., integrated pest management, pesticide free, other labeling
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programs, etc.). In some regions, reasonably priced local food is not available year-round.
Therefore, the vendor can choose to source organic or fair trade items instead. Similarly, the
RFPs allows for different combinations of menu choices so that vendors have some flexibility in
meeting the guidelines. According to the GSA, the vendor must ensure that 40 percent of their
menu meets all of the guidelines (i.e., for every 10 items in the cafeteria, four must meet all of
the guidelines). The GSA selected the 40 percent benchmark because industry averages show
that 31 percent of people are interested in healthy foods.29 A GSA stakeholder commented that
WKHJRDOZDVIRUYHQGRUVWRDFKLHYHDKLJKHUWDUJHW³>7KHWDUJHW@ was aggressive, which is okay,
but we mitigated that by how we valued the requirements. If we had required all items to meet
WKHJXLGHOLQHVWKHQQRRQHFDQPHHWWKDW´ This stakeholder also commented that the target may
need to change in the future, depending on demand for healthy foods.
Another challenge was related to timing. GSA was developing the RFP for the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria around the same time that the Health and Sustainability Guidelines were
developed and finalized. While the draft of the guidelines was completed in December 2010,
GSA and HHS were awaiting the release of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010. The
draft of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was based on the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, 2005. The Dietary Guidelines for Americans is reviewed, updated if necessary, and
published every 5 years. Stakeholders knew that any updates in the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans would need to be reflected in the final Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Given
that some of the key HHS staff were involved in developing the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, 2010, the team was able to anticipate some of the changes to specific
recommendations. The final Health and Sustainability Guidelines was released after the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP was awarded7KHUHIRUHWKHQHZYHQGRU¶VSURSRsal and
contract was developed on the draft of the guidelines, and the vendor was expected to
incorporate the final guidelines.

Issuing the RFP and Selecting a Vendor
HHS reported that a diverse group of vendors responded to the RFP, including both large and
small companies. Vendor proposals were scored on criteria including: Corporate
Capability/Sanitation/ Management Controls and Accountability (20%); Resources and
Staffing (15%); Menu Cycle and Variety (15%); Wellness Program (20%); Price and Portion
Policies (10%); and Sustainability (20%). Reviewers, who brought experience in nutrition,
sustainability, and operations, applied different weights to each evaluation factor, with emphasis
on factors that relate to sustainability and wellness.
The winning YHQGRUVFRUHG³H[FHOOHQW´RQWKHVXVWDLQDELOLW\SRUWLRQDQG³YHU\JRRG´RQWKH
nutrition portion of the guidelines; their proposal had very few weaknesses. The proposals for the
next few highest scoring companies suggested that they were also well-prepared to address the
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guidelines. Among the unsuccessful bidders, approximately 50 percent VFRUHG³YHU\JRRG´RQ
both the health and sustainability aspects, and 20 percent VFRUHG³DYHUDJH´
HHS reported that there were common strengths and weaknesses
across the average and low-scoring proposals:

³$VUHYLHZHUVZHZHUH
cognizant of >YHQGRUV¶@
challenges, but wanted to
see how they would
RYHUFRPHWKHP´

Strengths. These proposals included plans to use a local farmer¶s
market, sustainable agriculture and local produce. Vendors
proposed to provide nutrition information in the cafeteria, and also
- Steering committee
member
suggested they would consult a nutritionist or dietitian on the
development of their menus. Some of the companies reported
previous experiences implementing similar wellness and sustainability plans in the past.
Weaknesses. Several proposals lacked information on plans for marketing wellness and lacked
discussion of how they would meet specific aspects of the guidelines, including food selection
standards, menu choices for vegetarians and vegans, and the elimination of trans fatty acids. On
the sustainability side, vendors did not discuss their plans for bulk item purchasing, marketing of
green products, pre-packaging bottle beverage programs, and fair trade coffee purchases. Some
vendors did not have robust proposals regarding compostable products.
The winning vendor was awarded the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract in December 2010
and began serving customers in January 2011.30 In February 2011, the vendor incorporated the
final Health and Sustainability Guidelines into their operating procedures.
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Part III: Implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines in the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria
On January 3, 2011, the Humphrey Building Cafeteria became the first operation to implement
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. The guidelines apply to all food service concession
operations and vending machines managed by HHS and GSA.31 The Humphrey Building
&DIHWHULDYHQGRU¶VH[SHULHQFHLPSOHPHQWLQJthe guidelines offers a model for other state and
local agencies, organizations, and businesses. This section discusses the vendoU¶V
implementation of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, new programs and activities at the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria, challenges with respect to implementing some of the guidelines,
processes used to manage performance, and preliminary sales data.

The 9HQGRU¶V([SHULHQFe Implementing the Guidelines at the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria
While the Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor was involved in wellness and sustainability
activities in the past²such as purchasing organic and local foods and engaging in sustainability
practices, among others²this was their first contract with specific Health and Sustainability
Guidelines. Post-award, the vendor had one month to prepare for their opening in January 2011.2
The first few months of the contract required extensive FRRUGLQDWLRQDPRQJWKHYHQGRU¶V
president, professional dietitian, purchasing manager, and district manager.
One of the first steps towards implementing the guidelines was sourcing food, paper and
chemical products. The vendor collaborated with manufacturers and distributors to identify
products that would meet the guidelines as well as the avenues of distribution. In some cases, the
vendor identified new manufacturers to obtain products that meet the guidelines. Prior to the start
date of service, the vendor also developed a price/portion book for the account (e.g., hamburger
patty size and selling price; ounces of meat for a deli sandwich). The vendor reported that they
were able to meet the vast majority of the nutrition guidelines and all of the sustainability
guidelines, with no phase-in time needed.

New Programs and Services Designed to Meet the Guidelines and Satisfy
the Consumer
2QHRIWKHYHQGRU¶VSULRULWLHVZDVWRimplement new programs and services that embody the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines while also satisfying the consumer. Exhibit 4 provides
H[DPSOHVRIFKDQJHVWRWKHFDIHWHULD¶VPHQXVWUXFWXUHDQGSURGXFWRIIHULQJV

2

The Health and Sustainability Guidelines was released to the vendor in February 2011. Therefore, while the RFP
and contract reflected the draft guidelines, the vendor incorporated the final guidelines once they were available.
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Healthier Choice Menu Program. The vendor offers a healthier choice menu program, a
promotional program that is offered on a daily basis to provide customers with healthier options.
Through this program, the vendor offers meals that SURYLGH³QXWULWLRQDOO\VRXQGDPRXQWVRI
FDORULHVIDWVXJDUFKROHVWHURODQGVRGLXP´32
7KHYHQGRU¶Vdietitian and other staff prepared
Exhibit 4: The Health and Sustainability
80 to 90 recipes that meet the Health and
Guidelines in Practice: Menu Structure and
Sustainability Guidelines (e.g., vegetarian chili
Product Offerings at the Humphrey
served with a garden salad; Thai-style baked
Building Cafeteria
tilapia served on a bed of brown rice and a side
of spinach).33 These lunchtime entrees include
Lower sodium. The Humphrey Building
Cafeteria
vendor does not use salt to
a starch and a vegetable. A vegetarian and fish
prepare foods. Vegetables are seasoned
meal are offered each day. The vendor
using pepper and herbs rather than spice
developed this program prior to the Humphrey
blends. Lower sodium products are used
Building Cafeteria contract, and adjusted the
when possible. Salt shakers are no longer
available in the cafeteria.
recipes to ensure that all recipes meet the
Availability of whole grain and lower fat
guidelines. To promote healthier choices,
products. Brown rice and brown pasta are
employees that purchase 10 qualifying meals
always available as an option. Yogurt
receive the 11th meal for free.
contains 2 percent milk fat, 1 percent milk
Nutrition Center. Merchandizing stands list
menu items and their respective nutritional
content (e.g., fat, sodium). The vendor also
uses an LCD screen to provide information
about sustainability.
Availability of a Dietitian 7KHYHQGRU¶V
dietitian prepares a quarterly newsletter for
distribution in the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria as well as informational handouts.
The dietitian is also available on-site four
times per year to answer questions about
nutrition and food safety.

fat, or is fat free. Whole milk yogurt
products are not offered.
Portion size . The vendor adjusted portion
sizes to meet the guidelines. For example,
the vendor sells a smaller muffin to meet
the sodium requirements. Half portions are
offered whenever feasible (e.g.,
sandwiches, macaroni and cheese).
Substitutions. Normally entrees are
accompanied by a starch and a vegetable,
but if a customer requests two vegetables,
or a vegetable and a side fruit salad, the
vendor tries to accommodate these
requests.
Product Placement. The vendor markets
healthy items in the front of the cafeteria
and at eye-level whenever possible. Less
healthy items are stacked on the lower
display shelves. Fried foods are still
available, but customers must request them.

Refillable Bottles. The Humphrey Building
Cafeteria has a refillable coffee mug and water
bottle program to reduce waste. Bottled water
in compostable bottles is offered as well; proceeds benefit clean water projects.

³+HDOWKLHU´/ook. 7KHYHQGRUQRWHGWKDWWKH\UHGHVLJQHGWKHFDIHWHULDWRKDYHD³KHDOWKLHUORRN
DQGIUHVKQHZIHHO´Nutrition information on signage, and promotional materials about fair trade
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coffee, and recycling, are featured at the point of purchase. ThHFDIHWHULD¶VQHZORRNZDV
GHVFULEHGE\WKHYHQGRUDV³QXWW\FUXQFK\JUHHQDQGEURZQ´

Cafeteria Website7KHYHQGRU¶VZHEVLWHDGYHUWLVHVWKH healthy meal options each day and
provides customers with a place to provide feedback. Customers can also e-mail questions via
WKH³$VN2XUDietitian´OLQNRQWKHFDIHWHULD¶VZHEVLWH7KHYHQGRUSODQVWRDGPLQLVWHUD
customer satisfaction survey one year post-implementation.
Lower Prices for Healthy Meals. Part RIWKHYHQGRU¶VSURSRVDOZDV to price healthy meals
competitively, specifically, by lowering the price of healthy foods to encourage participation.
Composting. The vendor also implemented a composting program.

7KH+XPSKUH\%XLOGLQJ&DIHWHULD9HQGRU¶V Challenges Related to
Implementing the Guidelines
The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor did not report any challenges related to interpreting
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines or developing a proposal that reflects the guidelines.
Additionally, the vendor commented that even changes with respect to their product offerings
(i.e., no longer offering whole milk products) and reduced portion sizes did not result in
customer dissatisfaction. Rather, their main challenges were related to implementation²the
availability of products in the marketplace that meet the sodium guidelines; purchasing specialty
products in bulk from food service distributors; customer dissatisfaction with respect to the
increased cost of organic, bird friendly coffee; and cost increases.

Availability of products in the marketplace that meet the sodium Guidelines. The Humphrey
Building Cafeteria vendor reported that their greatest challenge has been meeting the sodium
criteria in the Health and Sustainability Guidelines:
$OOLQGLYLGXDOIRRGLWHPVPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXPDVVHUYHGXQOess otherwise
specified.
$OOPHDOVPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXPDVVHUYHG DSSUR[LPDWHO\RIWKH
Dietary Guideline recommendation of 2,300 mg for daily intake).
7KHIROORZLQJRIIHULQJVPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXm per serving: all cereal, bread
and pasta offerings; all vegetable offerings; processed cheeses; and vegetable juices.
0L[HGGLVKHVFRQWDLQLQJYHJHWDEOHVPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXPDVVHUYHG
&DQQHGRUIUR]HQWXQDVHDIRRGDQGVDOPRQPXVWFRQWDLQPJVRGLXPSHU
serving.
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Canned meat must FRQWDLQPJVRGLXP
$FFRUGLQJWRWKHYHQGRU³,WZDVFKDOOHQJLQJEHFDXVHLQVRPHFDVHV>WKHSURGXFWVWKDWWKH@
JRYHUQPHQWZDVORRNLQJIRUGLGQRW\HWH[LVWE\PDQXIDFWXUHUV´$*6$VWDNHKROGHUUHIOHFWHGRQ
the challenge of identifying lower sodium substitutes that meet the gXLGHOLQHV³7KHELJWKLQJIRU
manufacturers is to find a substitute for salt²salt has so much impact on flavor. The challenge is
not only reduce the salt, but also to maintain the flavor
SURILOH,I\RXGRQ¶WQRRQHZLOOEX\LW´
To meet the sodium criteria, the vendor does not use salt to
prepare foods and the chef uses a lowered sodium base (e.g.,
lower fat cottage cheese, lower sodium mayonnaise).
However, the main challenge has been identifying bread,
meat, and cheese products that meet the sodium criteria. For
example, the vendor has not been able to meet the standard
sodium criteria for deli sandwiches.

³7KHELJJHVWKXUG le is the sodium
part of [the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines]. The
rest of the Guidelines work ²and
the sodium works too²EXWLW¶VMXVW
taking more ti PHWRJHWWKHUH´

- Humphrey Building Cafeteria
Vendor

,QWKHYHQGRU¶VSRUWLRQJXLGHDKDPRUWXUNH\GHOLVDQGZLFKFRQWDLQVIRXURXQFHVRIPHDW
However, the vendor found that it ZDV³H[WUHPHO\GLIILFXOW´WR find ham or turkey deli meat that
meet the sodium criteria at four ounces²only two ounces of meat, or one slice of bread rather
than two, would satisfy the sodium criteria. The vendor contacted the major meat manufacturers,
but they were not able to provide deli meat that would satisfy the sodium criteria. Rather than
eliminating deli meat from the menu, the vendor uses lower sodium meat; deli sandwiches do not
precisely satisfy the sodium criteria. The vendor also offers a half-sized sandwich to reduce the
sodium content of the meal.
Key stakeholders commented that manufacturers have made strides since the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines were first released in March 2011. However, while they offer lower
sodium alternative meats, such products are not available in bulk from food service distributors.
The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor is investigating the possibility of cooking deli meat on
site, which would help to reduce the sodium in deli sandwiches.

Operational challenges related to purchasing. Other challenges that the vendor reported are
related to sourcing specialty products. The vendor indicated that food service distributors are
reluctant to purchase specialty products with a limited shelf life from manufacturers. The vendor
explained that in order for the product to be profitable²due to high fuel costs and other
factors²manufacturers have high shipping requirements and products are shipped in bulk pallets
and inventory quantities. However, the cafeteria may not be able to sell a large volume of
specialty products and fresh items before they expire, and therefore, could lose money. When
discussing the challenges related to sourcing lower sodium deli meats, the vendor noted:
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³ The other piece of it is²if you find the product that you need, how does it get from the
manufacturer to the distributor? The shipping minimums in many cases are one and two
palettes of product, and one or two facilities«would never rotate that product fast
enoughLW¶VQRWVRGLIILFXOWLILW is a frozen item, because shelf life is longer, but if it is a
fresh item, you are probably talking about a 30 to GD\VKHOIOLIHDQGLWMXVWGRHVQ¶WJHW
the movement. The distributor is very reluctant to bring this product in. ´

Customer dissatisfaction related to the higher cost of organic, bird friendly coffee. The vendor
indicated that cafeteria customers were, in general, satisfied with the product offerings and
services at the Humphrey Building Cafeteria. However, one specific challenge was related to the
transition to organic, bird friendly coffee. The gXLGHOLQHV¶VWDQGDUGFULWHULDIRUEHYHUDJHVVWDWH
WKDW³LIRIIHULQJFRIIHHRUWHDLQFOXGHFRIIHHRUWHDRIIHULQJVWKDWDUH&HUWLILHG2UJDQLFVKDGH
JURZQDQGRUELUGIULHQGO\´34 The vendor transitioned the FDIHWHULD¶V regular coffee to organic,
fair trade, bird friendly coffee, which costs patrons 10 to 15 cents more per cup.
At first, customers were dissatisfied with the change. The vendor addressed this challenge by
collaborating with GSA and HHS to launch a successful marketing and education campaign
about the benefits of purchasing organic, bird friendly coffee. A GSA representative commented:
³%HFDXVHZHGLGDPDUNHWLQJFDPSDLJQDERXWKRZWKLVLVIDLUWUDGHFRIIHHDQG\RXDUHKHOSLQJ
local farmeUVWKHQHJDWLYHIHHGEDFNGLHGGRZQ´7RGD\FRIIHHLVRQHRIWKHYHQGRU¶VEHVWselling products.
The vendor also initially received some complaints that French fries and fried foods were no
longer served with daily specials; over time, patrons have become more receptive to these
changes.

Cost increases. The Humphrey Building vendor purchased several new products to meet the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Such products²sodium-free and lower sodium products,
cage-free eggs, organic vegetables and yogurt, compostable paper products, and certified green
seal chemicals²are 30 to 50 percent more expensive than everyday items. According to the
vendor, the unit cost is not the only challenge. The vendor observed increased labor costs
associated with preparing organic foods. For example, the chef must spend more time preparing
organic vegetables. One individual QRWHG³2UJDQLFORFDOO\JURZQSURGXFWVDUHQRWDVXQLIRUP
DQGQLFHORRNLQJ«LWWDNHVDELWPRUHZRUNLQWHUPVRISHHOLQJDQGVOLFLQJDQGPDNLQJLWORRN
QLFH´$GGLWLRQDOO\WKHJXLGHOLQHVDOVRUHTXLUHGWKHFKHIVDQGdietitians to modify recipes and
preparation methods, another indirect labor cost.

Performance Oversight in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor meets on a monthly basis with HHS to discuss mutual
objectives, including but not limited to service levels, wellness, sustainability menus and
marketing programs. Many individuals commented that GSA and HHS do nRW³UHJXODWH´
adherence to the guidelines. Rather, GSA oversees the process, providing guidance to the
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vendors and discussing their progress on meeting the guidelines and next steps. To do so, GSA
meets on a quarterly basis with the vendor to conduct an operational review of the menu, and
review monthly reports on customer participation and sales. GSA uses a similar operational
review process in all of its 32 facilities that incorporate the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
Additionally, GSA continues to provide guidance to all vendors about the guidelines through
meetings, emails, and newsletters.
Over time, GSA expects that demand for healthy products will escalate. GSA plans to increase
the percentage of the guidelines that vendors must meet in response to customer demand and
industry direction, resulting in tiered production of healthy menu items. A representative from
GSA noted:
³:HVWDUWHGZLWKWKHDYHUDJHRISHUFHQW [of the menu items meeting the
JXLGHOLQHV@«so we monitor consumption. As the demand is escalating, and that is
really consumer driven, we can up the ante on the numbHURIRIIHUV«We tier the
production of menu items that meet the health and wellness criteria alongside
GHPDQG´

Preliminary Findings of the Impact of the Guidelines on Participation and
Revenue at the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor noted that they have experienced an increase in sales.
Comparing the first six months of 2010 to the first six months of 2011, the cumulative average
increase in monthly cafeteria sales (in dollars) was 34 percent and the increase in monthly check
averages3 was 17 percent. The change in sales and check averages by month is shown in Exhibit
5. Increases in prices between 2010 and 2011 may have contributed to the change in monthly
check averages.
Exhibit 6 displays monthly customer SDUWLFLSDWLRQEDVHGRQWKHEXLOGLQJ¶VRFFXSDQWV(This
hypothetical customer participation rate assumes that all building occupants are present and that
no visitors are among the Humphrey Building Cafeteria customers.) On this basis, in June 2011,
43 percent of the building population participated in either breakfast or lunch; approximately 20
percent of people participated in breakfast and 23 percent in lunch. GSA expects that the
building population is less than 2,000 by an average of 25 to 35 percentage points because of
employee vacations, sick leave, meetings, travel, telework or alternative work schedules. The
customer participation rate on any given day depends upon the building population and the
number of visitors.

3

The monthly check average is the average amount each guest spends during a transaction.
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Approximately 50 percent of meals purchased at breakfast RUOXQFKZHUH³KHDOWK\PHDOV´
meaning that they met all of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. A meal is defined as
breakfast or lunch offering from the grill, deli or entrée area. A meal consists of an entrée with
two sides (e.g., baked chicken, a vegetable and a starch; a sandwich with a salad and fruit). A
healthy meal is similar in structure, but consists of ingredients that meet all of the guidelines. The
vendor counts the number of healthy meals purchased on a daily basis, and provides this
information to GSA on a monthly basis. Given that healthy meal purchases were not tracked in
2010, a baseline is not available.
In the first six months of 2011, about 67 percent of the menu items met the guidelines,
GHPRQVWUDWLQJWKDWWKHYHQGRUVXUSDVVHGWKH*6$¶VWDUJHWRISHUFHQW According to the
vendor, some of the most popular healthy items included single grab-and-go style snacks, such as
nutrition bars and organic granola bars.
Exhibit 5: Humphrey Building Cafeteria Percent Change in Monthly Sales and Check Averages,
January through June 2010 to 2011

Change in monthly sales, in
dollars, 2010 to 2011 (%)
Change in check average,
2010 to 2011 (%)a

Cumulative
Average %
Change for 6
Months

January

February

March

April

May

June

46%

71%

32%

31%

17%

20%

34%

17%

21%

13%

19%

22%

8%

17%

a

The monthly check average is the average amount each guest spends during a transaction. The check average is a
ratio of total daily sales: total daily customer count.
Source: General Services Administration, September 2011.Exhibit

6: Humphrey Building Cafeteria
Customer Participation, and Healthy Meals Served, January through June 2011
Monthly averages
Customer participation (%)a
Healthy meals sold (%)b

January
2011

February
2011

March
2011

April
2011

May
2011

June
2011

49%

50%

49%

44%

43%

43%

48%

52%

44%

45%

41%

50%

a

Customer participation is based on the daily customer count and number of transactions. The hypothetical
customer participation rate assumes all employees are present in the building and that no visitors are among the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria customers.
b
Healthy meals sold is a ratio of the percentage of healthy meals sold at breakfast and lunch: all meals sold at
breakfast and lunch. A healthy meal is defined as breakfast or lunch offering from the grill, deli or entrée area. A
healthy meal consists of an entrée with two sides that meet all of the guidelines.
Source: General Services Administration, September 2011.
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The Health and Sustainability Guidelines: An HHSinnovates Award
Program Finalist
The development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, the translation of the guidelines
into an RFP, and their implementation in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria was highlighted in
the HHS innovates Award Program. Launched in May 2010, HHS innovates was created to
highlight innovative programs and practices developed by HHS employees. HHS innovates
Awards are presented twice each year to HHS projects. Finalists were posted for on-line review
and voting by the entire HHS community. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines was
highlighted as one of 85 entries. A total of 8,000 HHS staff voted on six finalists, including the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines, through a secure mechanism. The guidelines received the
first of the Honorable Mentions (4th place). The comments on the guidelines included:
³7KLVLQQRYDWLRQLVDQRSSRUWXQLW\IRUIHGHUDODJHQFLHVWRVHWDJRRGH[DPSOH,WLVZHOONQRZQ
that environmental factors do play a role in the choices one makes as it [sic] relates to healthy
eating. There is a need to address the food options available in vending machines and cafeterias
and this project demonstrates an opportunity to put into practice a government-endorsed
initiative (i.e., 2010 DiHWDU\*XLGHOLQHVIRU$PHULFDQV ZLWKLWVRZQHPSOR\HHV´
³%\++6EHLQJWKHH[DPSOHIRUDOORWKHUFDIHWHULDV it can be a start for others to offer healthier
options. Part of behavior change is having the environment around you be supportive. This
innovated approach can show that H H S is a role model for other food service operations
QDWLRQZLGH´
³,OLNHWKHLGHDRIKHDOWKLHURSWLRQVDWWKHFDIHWHULDV,DOVROLNHWKHRQHRIUHGXFLQJZDVWHWKDWLV
SURGXFHGLQELJDPRXQW>V@DWWKRVHSODFHV´
The winning innovations are recognized by the Secretary of HHS in an awards ceremony. The
Health and Sustainability Guidelines were highlighted as a finalist in July 2011, with the Award
Ceremony following in September. Reflecting on this award, one HHS stakeholder commented:
³7he point that we made in selling this as an innovation was not the guidelines; it was the
SURFHVVRIGHYHORSLQJDQGLPSOHPHQWLQJWKHP:HWUHDWHG>HYHU\RQH@DVDQHTXDOSDUWQHU«ZH
SXOOHGLQH[SHUWVZHUDQWKLVE\LQGXVWU\´
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Part IV: OtKHU9HQGRU¶V Perspectives on the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines: Challenges, Opportunities, and
Facilitators
The Health and Sustainability Guidelines have changed the way that food is purchased, prepared
and presented in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria. Since the implementation of the guidelines,
HHS and GSA have collaborated to promote the guidelines to other federal agencies. GSA
frequently engages vendors that serve both government and non-government cafeterias to discuss
opportunities for creating healthier menus and more sustainable food products. All RIWKH*6$¶V
32 federal facilities in the Capital Region are incorporating the guidelines in full or in part.
This section captures the perspectives of seven representatives from six other federal food
service vendors that are implementing the guidelines or preparing to implement the guidelines in
future contracts. Vendors provided examples of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines that
they have implemented. They also identified potential opportunities and challenges associated
with implementing the guidelines, more generally. Finally, vendors described factors that may
facilitate successful adoption of the guidelines.

Examples of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines that Other Vendors
Have Implemented
Vendors provided anecdotes about elements of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines that they
have implemented in their facilities. Several vendors reported that they are already complying
with the guidelines through their own wellness programs. Specifically, vendors noted that they
RIIHU³KHDOWK\´SURPRWLRQDOPHDOVWKDWDUHORZHULQFDORULHVIDWVDWXUDWHGIDWDQGVRGLXP
provide a variety of lower fat dairy products; offer drinking water at no charge and 100% juice;
cook vegetables without added salt; use green cleaning supplies; and engage in product
positioning. One vendor reported preparing its own deli meat as a method to control sodium. A
couple of vendors reported that they are trying to make healthier options more appealing to
customers by pricing them at a lower cost point than less-healthy alternatives.
Vendors also discussed their efforts related to menu labeling, eliminating the use of partially
hydrogenated oils, and using education as a tool to promote the guidelines.

Menu labeling. Three of the six vendors are either addressing the menu labeling guidelines or
believe that they will be able to address them fairly easily. The guidelines recommend that
vendors provide consumers with calorie and nutrient information at the point of choice on a
menu board or posted on signs adjacent to the food items. One of the vendors provides calorie
count information on their menu boards, and supplies a nutrition card with the items that are not
on the menu board. This vendor also plans to promote menu information on LCD screens in the
cafeteria. Another vendor provides calorie information for items at the point of purchase. A third
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vendor noted that menu labeling would be a fairly easy to implement. Other vendors did not
comment on menu labeling.

E liminating partially hydrogenated oils. Three of the six vendors also reported that they have
eliminated the use of partially hydrogenated vegetable oils, shortenings, or margarines for frying,
pan-frying, grilling, and baking. One of the vendors commented that they eliminated the use of
partially hydrogenated oils a couple of years ago by making different purchasing decisions.
Another vendor commented that the company has moved away from trans-fat products, but some
of products contain palm or coconut oil as substitutes; these oils contain saturated fat.
Using education. Five of the six vendors commented on the importance of using education to
promote the guidelines. This was particularly important for issues related to sustainability. One
vendor noted that while theiUFXVWRPHUEDVHKDVEHHQ³YHU\SRVLWLYHO\LQFOLQHG´WRZDUGVWKHLU
UHF\FOLQJDQGFRPSRVWLQJSURJUDP³it can be a slow process to bring them on board.´7KHRWKHU
vendors emphasized that a sound education strategy must accompany the implementation of the
guidelines.

Opportunities Associated with Implementing the Guidelines
The guidelines offer an opportunity to provide a range of new choices to customers while being
more creative and innovative. Several commented that they customize their menus to the needs
of their clients and the particular markets they serve (e.g., government, private sector).
$FFRUGLQJWRRQHYHQGRUZKLOHWKH\PXVWIROORZWKHLUFOLHQWV¶GLUHFWLRQDQGFDQQRW³LPSRVH
JXLGHOLQHVRQWKHP´WKHy encourage and help them to establish standards for healthier and more
sustainable food choices.
Vendors also commented that the guidelines are an opportunity for cross-company learning for
their management, staff, and marketing and communications departments. Three of the vendors
commented that the guiGHOLQHVPLJKWLPSDFWWKH³ORRNDQGIHHO´RIWKHLUIDFLOLWLHVLQDSRVLWLYH
ZD\2QHQRWHGWKDWWKH\KDYHGHYHORSHG³EULJKWDQGFRORUIXO´PDWHULDOVWRHQJDJHSHRSOHDWWKH
SRLQWRISXUFKDVHLQD³SRVLWLYHZD\´7KHRWKHUWZRYHQGRUVKDYHQRWFKDQJHGWKHLUParketing
approaches as a result of the guidelines. One vendor remarked that the guidelines offer
opportunities to the vendors that can meet all of the guidelines and make a profit.

Challenges Associated with Implementing the Guidelines
Most vendors acknowledged that implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines is a
process that will take time. Each vendor also discussed the challenges associated with
implementing specific guidelines. The most common challenges are described below.

Meeting the sodium guidelines. Like the Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor, all of the
vendors reported that the sodium guidelines are WKH³WKHELJJHVWVWXPEOLQJEORFN´on the
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nutrition side of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. There are two key challenges
associated with sodium: lack of availability of lower sodium products in the marketplace and
consumer acceptance of lower sodium products. According to vendors, while sodium reduction
is a key focus area of the guidelines, the marketplace does not offer a wide variety of lower
sodium products that meet the gXLGHOLQHV¶VWDQGDUGFriteria that all individual food items must
contain PJVRGLXPDVVHUYHG. Multiple vendors identified the availability of lower sodium
SURGXFWVDV³WKHELJJHVWSUREOHP´DQG³KXUGOH´WKDWWKH\IDFHAlso, vendors noted that
customers are acclimated to the high levels of sodium in foods like pizza and deli meats.
Therefore, a few vendors expressed concern that reductions in sodium could impact customer
participation rates:
³7KH DYHUDJH VRGLXP FRQVXPSWLRQ LQ WKH $PHULFDQ GLHW LV UHFRPPHQGHG WR EH 
[mg], but is probably in the range of 3,000 to 3,500 [mg] on the low level and 4,500 to
5,000 [mg] [on] the high level in terms of average consumption...If you look at an
average slice of pizza sold on the street...you may be looking at significantly over 1,000
mg of sodium in a slice of pizza. If you take that slice of pizza and take it to 480 [mg of
sodium] or below, you will have people going elsewhere for food without a doubt. And
ZHKDYHH[SHULHQFHGWKDW´
³%\MXVWFKDQJLQJVRPHWKLQJDQGVD\LQJDFURVVWKHERDUGHYHU\WKLQJLVJRLQJWREHOHVV
than 480 mg of sodium...a person will purchase it and not like the way it tastes, and never
SXUFKDVHLWDJDLQ$QGWKDW¶VWKHHQGRIWKHH[SHULHQFH²finished and over. You get one
VKRW,EHOLHYH´
³We are in a competitive environment«custom ers can easily go outside of the building
and get the products they are looking for if we are not able to offer them. We are looking
at that from the customer perspective.´
Several vendors commented that the guidelines should support a more gradual reduction in
sodium²such as 10 to 20 percent over two to three years, and 25 percent over three to six
years²or that the guidelines should place a lower priority on sodium reduction:
³7KHguidelines should be on cooking with less fat, getting people to eat more
whole grain, and leaner meet, more fruits and vegetables. We can work on sodium
ODWHU´

Access to local and organic produce . On the sustainability side, vendors described challenges
associated with meeting the guidelines on organic and locally grown produce (e.g., to meet the
standard criteria, 25 percent of the product line must be organic, local or sustainably grown).
Vendor commented that food service operations on the East Coast face challenges in securing
organic and local produce year round:
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³ Being on the East Coast, the quality of organic products is horrible. Trying to
meet the guidelines as far as a percentage of local/organic can be a
FKDOOHQJH«We are outside of our local growing season. May to end of September
you can get squashes and greens, but the availability of local produce drops off
the charts. So unless we move our government to warmer states, the produce will
always be an issue for organic products.´
At least one vendor commented that there is QRVLQJOHGHILQLWLRQRIµORFDO:¶ ³2QHFKDOOHQJHWR
implementing the guidelines is the lack of an objective, accepted definition of µlocal.¶´ This
vendor defined a local product as one that travels less than seven hours by truck from point of
origin to point of consumption. The guidelines use the USDA definition of local which specifies
the number of food miles (i.e., transporting a product less than 400 miles from its origin).
Another vendor also commented that their company needs greater specificity on whether the
standard criteria in the guidelines related to local and sustainable apply to limited time offerings
in the product line.

Cost. A majority of the vendors expressed concern that their profit/loss ratio could be affected by
the guidelines. They expressed concern that healthy items cost more to purchase and prepare.
Foods that are more costly include fresh vegetables and fruits, depending upon the time of the
year, and any item that is fresh and not processed. For example, one vendor explained that
tomato based products are a staple in cafeterias, but they contain a great deal of sodium. This
vendor said that developing tomato sauce from fresh tomatoes rather than canned tomatoes could
be cost prohiELWLYH³It costs more in labor to be able to make things from absolute scratch versus
SHUFHQWIURPVFUDWFK´$GGLWLRnally, vendors reported that they would need to provide
additional training to chefs and other staff to prepare healthier options rather than using as many
ready-made products. Another vendor was concerned about infrastructure costs, noting that some
facilities might need to be upgraded to allow for fresh
³&RPSDQLHVDUHFRQFHUQHGDERXW
cooking and fresh product storage; other facilities might need
sales and how [the guidelines] will
new equipment to offer chilled tap water.
affect their business.´
- Vendor representative
Customer acceptance. Final challenges described by many
vendors were customer acceptance of changes associated
with the guidelines, and sales. Some vendors were concerned that the gXLGHOLQHV³ZLOORQO\
DSSHDOWRDKHDOWKFRQVFLRXVFRQVXPHU´ ³DVXVWDLQDEOHFRQVXPHU´DQG³DFURZGWKDWZDQWVD
KHDOWK\PHDO´2QHYHQGRUVDLGWKDWFXVWRPHUSUHIHUHQFHVGULYH the types of products they offer
DQGZKLOH³Kealthy items are moving, [the] shelves are not emptying yet.´$QRWKHUYHQGRUVDLG
that ³implementing the guidelines is not the problem, but if [products] sit on the shelf and people
GRQ¶WEX\>WKHP@at what point do you say that guidelines are guidelines but we are not selling
these products so we are not selling [them] at all"´
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Other concerns were related to the cost of organic products; the increased labor associated with
providing locally produced items; the ongoing costs associated with updating and printing
nutrition materials; and a lack of local composting facilities in some areas. Several vendors noted
that they expected the guidelines would have an impact on their menu offerings, by limiting the
types of beverages they could offer and by reducing the variety of dry cereal products (i.e.,
cereals must have at least 3 grams of fiber and less than 10 grams total sugars per serving).

Key Facilitators
Vendors identified several factors that have facilitated (or are expected to facilitate) successful
implementation of the guidelines.

Leadership and commitment at all levels . Vendors reported
³7KHFRmpany needs to be behind
that leadership and commitment at every level of the vendor
the [Health and Sustainability
Guidelines] one hundred percent.
organization are important facilitators of the successful
We
have been incorporating these
implementation of the guidelines. One vendor noted that it
types of guidelines for a long
was important for upper level management to be supportive
WLPH«you have to be willing to
embrace it as a vendor and a
of the guidelines and flexible. Their managers and chefs are
company. It is complex. You have
often evaluated based on cost²specifically, the cost of the
WRKDYHDFRPPLWPHQWWRLW´
food that they are producing. This vendor found that
- Vendor representative
implementing the guidelines is associated with a higher cost,
and therefore their managemHQW³QHHGVWREHPRUHIOH[LEOH´
in evaluating their profit/loss ratio. Other vendors found that because of the specialized nature of
some of the guidelines, it is helpful to have a dietitian on staff to interpret the guidelines and plan
PHQXRIIHULQJV³&ompanies will need to work with a dietitian or food service wellness
professional to maintain the standards and create a menu that reflects these standards.´)LQDOO\
vendors noted that other important players were team members that are experienced in sourcing
products within the supply chain, a designated person to oversee the operation, and a creative
culinary group that can implement the guidelines on a day-to³:e have had to be vigilant in
day basis.
[the] education component. We
Education . Vendors also found that the process of
implementing the guidelines must begin with education.
Specifically, vendors found that they needed to educate both
their own staff as well as consumers about the guidelines:
³7he education component is so important. That means
educating the customers but also educating the employees. It
really is important that everybody knows what is going on.´

have had to be quite aggressive in
helping people understand why
[composting and recycling] are
important and how to do it. It has
been a challenge and although our
customer base is very positively
inclined towards the progra m, LW¶V
a process and it can be a slow
process to bring them on board´

- Vendor representative

Education was described as a particularly important strategy
when transitioning to composting. For example, one vendor commented that they spent time
educating consumers about how to separate compostable items into various bins, and also
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educated their back-of-house staff so that they were able to separate the products to prepare for
composting. Another vendor discussed their efforts to educate consumers about the value of
agricultural best practices. The education piece was thought to be as critical as offering healthier
and more sustainable products. Through education and marketing, vendors found that they were
able to help consumers to make healthier choices.

Size of Business. Some vendors found that the size of their company would contribute to their
ability to implement the guidelines. Larger companies were thought to hDYHWKHDELOLW\WR³VKLIW
DQGDGMXVW´WRDFFRPPRGDWHWKH guidelines. A couple of vendors commented that smaller
operations may not be able to offer the same range of product offerings as a larger company
EHFDXVHRIFRVW³7KHVL]HRIWKH[cafeteria] may make it more difficult for smaller businesses to
implement the sustainability guidelines because they do not have the same resources [as a larger
EXVLQHVV@´
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Part V: Discussion and Lessons Learned from Translating the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines into a Request for
Proposal
Developing and implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines was a transformative
process for the participating agencies and the Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor that piloted
the guidelines. In the past, GSA worked with vendors to incorporate the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans into food service contracts, though specific recommendations for translating these
guidelines into menu practice were not available. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines
represent the first effort to translate the best available nutrition science and sustainability
initiatives into guidance for food service vendors and provide them with tools to create an
environment that is conducive to wellness. They can help interested agencies and other entities to
introduce healthier and more sustainable options into their food service operations. Further, the
guidelines support vendors in helping consumers to make more informed decisions about their
food.
While GSA, HHS, and other collaborators developed concise nutrition and sustainability criteria
in the guidelines, there were challenges associated with translating some of the guidelines into
practice. Finding the right products in the marketplace and identifying purveyors to supply
products that meet the guidelines have been challenges. For example, vendors that serve federal
facilities reported that identifying a range of lower-sodium products is a problem that has yet to
be resolved. However, the guidelines also create a number of opportunities. Federal staff that
participated in this process believe that the guidelines will not only increase food choices
available to consumers, but in the long run, they may gradually improve the market for healthy
and sustainable foods for everyone by impacting the production and manufacturing side of the
food supply chain. The Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor also found that the experience of
implementing the guidelines has changed the way their company offers and markets foods²not
only in their HHS contract, but in others as well. They attribute their success to a motivated team
that looked upon the experience as an opportunity for their entire organization.
According to the federal staff that participated in this case study, the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines have gained interest from other federal agencies, local and state governments, and
vendors that are in the process of drafting their own food service laws and regulations. About
twelve states are currently using the federal guidelines as a model for improving state level food
service. Additionally, the guidelines are also viewed as an important model for implementing the
first-ever National Prevention and Health Promotion Strategy (National Prevention Strategy), a
critical component of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, which is focused on
improving the health of individuals, families, and communities through prevention. Healthy
HDWLQJLVRQHRIWKH1DWLRQDO3UHYHQWLRQ6WUDWHJ\¶VVHYHQSULRULW\DUHDV8QGHUWKHOHDGHUVKLSRI
the Surgeon General, Dr. Regina Benjamin, the National Prevention, Health Promotion, and
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Public Health Council that developed the National Prevention Strategy has made the following
UHFRPPHQGDWLRQVUHODWHGWRKHDOWK\HDWLQJ³LPSOHPHQWRUJDQL]DWLRQDODQGSURJUDPPDWLF
nutrition standards and policies; improve the nutritional quality of the food supply; and help
SHRSOHUHFRJQL]HDQGPDNHKHDOWK\IRRGDQGEHYHUDJHFKRLFHV´DPRQJRWKHUV35 Furthermore,
WKH\VWDWHWKDW³the Federal Government will work to ensure that foods purchased, distributed, or
served in Federal programs and settings meet standards consistent with the Dietary Guidelines
for Americans.´36 The Health and Sustainability Guidelines, the RFP, and the Humphrey
%XLOGLQJ&DIHWHULD¶VH[SHULHQFHPD\LQIRUPWKHLPSOHPHntation of these recommendations.
HHS and other stakeholders continue to disseminate the guidelines at national meetings. Federal
staff intend to update the guidelines to reflect changes to the Dietary Guidelines for Americans,
sustainability best practices, and changes in the manufacturing industry. Modifications or
updates will likely impact future RFPs, meaning that public and private stakeholders will need to
track the guidelines. GSA and HHS are also working to develop toolkits and computer
applications for vendors that will support the implementation of the guidelines. Toolkits will
provide information on reading food labels, purchasing sustainable and healthy products, and the
advantages associated with the guidelines from a profit/loss perspective, as well as general
guidance on implementation.
Key stakeholders involved in developing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP
for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria, offer several valuable lessons learned for federal staff;
food service vendors; and other public and private agencies that may consider implementing the
guidelines in the future.
Lessons Learned for Government
³7KHNH\IDFLOLWDWRUVZHUH
F ederal staff found that having a multi-disciplinary crosshaving the right people who
agency partnership was instrumental to their success in
believed in what they were
doing. It takes tremendously
developing the guidelines and translating them into an
dedicated leadership to
R F P. The Health and Sustainability Guidelines, and the
continue to push the importance
resulting RFP that incorporated them, are products of a crossof [the guidelineV´
agency, multi-disciplinary collaborative. Federal staff noted
- Steering committee member
that the development of the guidelines, and translation of
these gXLGHOLQHVLQWRDQ5)3ZDV³DWHDPLVVXHDWHDP
HYHQW´ZKHUHWKHLUVXFFHVVZDVWKHUHVXOWRI³SOD\LQJDVDWHDPDQGXVLQJHDFKRWKHU¶V
VWUHQJWKV´

The steering committee that developed the guidelines was composed oI³QRWMXVWWKHULJKW
SHUVRQDOLWLHV>EXW@WKHULJKWVWDNHKROGHUVWRJHWWKLQJVGRQH´$GGLWLRQDOO\EULQJLQJKHDOWK\DQG
VXVWDLQDEOHRSWLRQVWRWKHIHGHUDOZRUNIRUFHZDV³DPDLQSULRULW\IRUWKHVWDNHKROGHUVIRUDORQJ
WLPH´Several stakeholders cited that collaboration across agencies to bring the best available
nutrition science to vendors facilitated their success. Each stakeholder brought a different
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perspective and subject matter expertise. Many of these stakeholders also participated in the
development of the RFP and the review of proposals for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria.
Having a multi-disciplinary team engaged in this process was particularly important to selecting
the right vendor. Overall, the individuals involved were committed to developing guidelines that
ZRXOGLQWURGXFHQXWULWLRQZHOOQHVVDQGVXVWDLQDELOLW\SULQFLSOHVLQWRIXWXUHFRQWUDFWV³:H
decided it was important to the American public, to [the participating agencies], and we wanted
to be in a position to say, [vendors] do need to do this, and we are the experts here to help you to
GRWKLV´

There is a need for more industry education about the guidelines, and specifically, the
flexibility associated with implementing the guidelines. *6$¶VFRQWUDFWZLWKWKH+XPSKUH\
Building Cafeteria vendor contains flexible terms about the implementation of the guidelines.
For example, the current Humphrey Building Cafeteria vendor must ensure that 40 percent of
their product offerings meet the guidelines. Discussions with other federal cafeteria vendors
suggested that they are not aware of the flexibility associated with implementing the guidelines.
Additionally, discussions with vendors also revealed that they are not familiar with the standard
criteria for some of the guidelines. For example, oQHYHQGRUFRPPHQWHGWKDW³WKH\FDQQRWFRPH
close to the 40 to 50 percent of local produce that the guidelines call for; it would not only be
cost-SURKLELWLYHEXWDOVRLPSRVVLEOHWRILQG´However, the gXLGHOLQHV¶ standard criterion for
general food indicates that 25% of the YHQGRU¶Vproduct line must be organically, locally or
documented sustainably grown (e.g., integrated pest management, pesticide free, other labeling
programs, etc.).37 Additionally, some vendors were not aware of the flexibility in the timing of
WKHLPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKHJXLGHOLQHV)RUH[DPSOHYHQGRUVUHFRPPHQGHGWKDWDJHQFLHV³EXLOG
IOH[LELOLW\LQWRWKHJXLGHOLQHV´³IOH[LELOLW\LQZKDWSHUFHQWDJHVDUHDQGZKDWWKH\PLJKWORRNOLNH
RYHUWLPH´DQG³IOH[LELOLW\LQWHUPVRIKRZDYHQGRUVhould go about implementing [the
JXLGHOLQHV@´$IHGHUDORIILFLDOH[SUHVVHGWKDWLWLVLPSRUWDQWWRFRPPXQLFDWHWKLVIOH[LELOLW\³8S
front, we could have stressed the flexibility of it. If you could implement three of the five or ten
guidelines within the ILUVWIHZPRQWKVJUHDWDQGWKHQJHWDOOWHQZLWKLQWKHILUVW\HDU´$VWKH
guidelines are implemented more broadly within state, local and private organizations, more
direct-to-new vendor education may be needed about the standard criteria and the possibility of a
flexible implementation strategy.
Lessons Learned for Food Service Vendors

Industry experts provided valuable feedback on the feasibility of implementing some of the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines, which impacted the content of the R F P. Another key
lesson learned was the importance of soliciting industry feedback. In addition to consulting
nutrition and sustainability experts from across the federal government, GSA solicited feedback
from current federal cafeteria vendors to determine the feasibility of the guidelines. Federal
stakeholders commented on the transparent nature of this process. Vendor feedback confirmed
the expectations of federal staff about the challenges associated with the guidelines, such as
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requesting specific products from food service distributors or developing a composting program.
Recognizing the limitations of the marketplace, and also that some guidelines would take more
time to implement than others, GSA developed an RFP that can be easily adapted to different
agencies in different locations with different priorities.
Lessons Learned for Other Public and Private Agencies or Organizations

Consumers played a major role in the successful implementation of the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines at H HS. Another lesson learned was the importance of support from
HHS cafeteria patrons. Prior to the implementation of the guidelines, HHS employees expressed
a desire for healthier and more sustainable food choices and practices, making the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria an ideal location to pilot the guidelines. The HHS Café Patrons Committee
garnered feedback from employees, and found that patrons were willing to invest more in
KHDOWKLHURSWLRQVDQGJUHHQHUSURGXFWV)HGHUDOVWDNHKROGHUVFRPPHQWHGWKDWFDIHWHULDSDWURQV¶
awareness of the importance of sustainable practices and their commitment to making healthier
choices contributed to a smooth transition to the guidelines.
The successful implementation of the guidelines at H HS can be attributed, in part, to effective
education and marketing efforts about health, wellness and
³7KHFXVWRPHULVH[FLWHG
sustainability. Federal stakeholders commented that customer
about all of this and they
education about healthier products and sustainability practices
are willing to buy [the
products]
and spend the
contributed greatly to the success of the implementation of the
extra few cents. But that
guidelines. When the guidelines were piloted at the Humphrey
GRHVQ¶WKDSSHQXQOHVVWKH
Building, HHS collaborated with the vendor to communicate the
customer is in tune and is
accepting of the fact that
value of the initiative and other important changes to consumers.
they will need to pay more
Key strategies included marketing through interactive menu boards,
for a better product. And
that is driven by marketing,
promotions of healthier meals, and information about specific
promotions, information,
changes such as composting and sustainable coffee. Federal staff
education²all these
commented that their educational efforts were important in creating
elements that will hopefully
OHDGWRDVXFFHVVIXOHQG´
this policy change. Federal stakeholders reported that agencies or
other entities that wish to implement the guidelines may achieve
- Steering committee
better outcomes if they collaborate with their vendor to provide
member
education about nutrition and sustainability, and changes to product
offerings and pricing.
F ederal staff offered guidance to other public and private entities developing a similar R F P
based on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Federal staff responded to a final and
LPSRUWDQWTXHVWLRQ³If another public or private entity were to develop a similar RFP based on
Health and Sustainability GuidelinesZKDWDGYLFHZRXOG\RXJLYHWKHP"´Overall, there were a
few categories of responses. First, federal operations staff said that it is important to appoint a
person to oversee the implementation of the guidelines in the facility and hold the vendor
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accountable to meeting the standards. Federal staff explained that health, wellness, and
VXVWDLQDELOLW\DUHKDOOPDUNVRI++6¶EXVLQHVVDQGPLVVLRQDQGWKLV contribtued to a smooth
implementation of the guidelines. Other public agencies and private entitites that are
implementing the guidelines must be involved in the implementation process and frequently on
site to ensure that the products being provided are healthy and sustainable.
Second, other stakeholders talked about the importance of the relationship between GSA, the
tenant agency, and the vendor. This relationship is particularly important because these parties
are best suited for creating a process to work within the constraints of the supply chain to
maximize the guidelines and push beyond them. The agency and vendor, in particular, must
collaborate to show the consumer the benefits of supporting healthier and more sustainable
options²both for their own lives and for the food system. $VDQRWKHUVWDNHKROGHUQRWHG³7KH
marketing and educatLRQ«\RXFDQQRWXQGHUHVWLPDWHWKHLPSRUWDQFHRIWKRVHSLHFHV´A high
level of buy-in and commitment from all parties was found to be critical.
A final theme was that responsibility of the tenant agency to demonstrate their commitment to
health and wellness programs and communicate that commitment to employees before they ever
enter the cafeteria. One stakeholder commented that ³RQHRIWKHWKLQJVWKDWZHKDYHOHDUQHGLV
WKDWYHQGRUVVD\WKDWWKH\ZLOOJLYH\RXZKDWHYHU\RXZDQWEXWLI\RXUSHRSOHGRQ¶WZDQt it, they
ZLOOJREDFNWRVHOOLQJZKDWPDNHVPRQH\´The tenant agency needs to be involved in driving
the changes that they have asked for in the RFP.
Stakeholders believe that the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP developed as
part of this process will help agencies and vendors to customize their offerings based on the
targeted consumer base while still driving improvements.
Future research should track the long-term impacts of the guidelines on consumer demand, the
food supply chain, and the hospitality and manufacturing industries, more generally.
Additionally, future studies on the guidelines could incorporate customer feedback about
whether they select healthier menu offerings and why. Based on this study, GSA may consider
developing a mechanism for GRFXPHQWLQJYHQGRUV¶SURJUHVVRYHUWLPHLGHQWLI\LQJFKDOOHQJHV
and opportunities; and sharing best practices that would be of interest to other food service
operations that are implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
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Appendix A: Timeline of the Development and Implementation of the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines
October 2008 ±
December 2010

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) convened to develop the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans, 2010. In the first stage, the Dietary
Guidelines Advisory Committee reviewed the evidence and prepared a
report summarizing its findings. In the second stage, the USDA and
HHS developed a policy document. In the third and final stage, USDA
and HHS developed messages and materials communicating the Dietary
Guidelines to the general public.

May 2009

Office of Personnel Management (OPM) and Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) began developing wellness best practices and a plan for
the federal workforce. GSA led this effort.

October 2009

President Obama signed Executive Order 13514, requiring federal
agencies to purchase and operate in a more sustainable manner.
GSA released a request for information to determine the Hospitality
,QGXVWU\¶VDELOLW\WRSURYLGHFRQWUDFWHGFRQFHVVLRQVHUYLFHVVSHFLILFDOO\
commercial cafeterias, with a strong emphasis on wellness and
sustainability, to government agencies.

November 2009

'HDGOLQHIRUUHVSRQVHVWR*6$¶V5),$WRWDORI5 vendors responded
to the Request for Information.

February 2010

GSA released the Wellness and Sustainability Requirements for
Contracts at Federal Facilities.
Press release announcing that the U.S. Department of 6WDWH¶VFDIHWHULD
ZLOOXVHWKH*6$¶VWellness and Sustainability Requirements for
Contracts at Federal F acilities. The U.S. Department of 6WDWH¶V
FDIHWHULDZDVWKHILUVWWRDGRSW*6$¶VWellness and Sustainability
Requirements.
GSA, HHS and collaborators initiated the development of the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines.

March ± July
2010

GSA and HHS developed the request for proposal (RFP) for the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria, which was the first building to use the
Health and Sustainability Guidelines. This period of time includes
writing, revising and finalizing the RFP.

July 2010

GSA and HHS received clearance for the draft Health and Sustainability
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Guidelines to be used in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP.
Some of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines were implemented in
the U.S. Department of the Interior Cafeteria.
Release of the RFP for Humphrey Building Cafeteria.
August 2010

Proposals due for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria.

August ±
November 2010

GSA had conversations with vendors bidding on the Humphrey
Building Cafeteria contract to determine the feasibility of implementing
the guidelines.

November 2010

GSA and HHS awarded the Humphrey Building Cafeteria contract to a
new vendor.

December 2010

GSA, HHS and collaborators incorporated cross-agency feedback into
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.

January 2011

USDA and HHS released the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010.

February 2011

GSA, HHS and collaborators completed the final Health and
Sustainability Guidelines based on cross-agency feedback and new
guidance from the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010.

March 2011

HHS and GSA released the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
All new contracts use these guidelines.
GSA worked with concessions operators to progressively implement the
guidelines in federal facilities as contracts expire, and as opportunities to
enhance offerings emerge.
GSA and HHS publicly released the Health and Sustainability
Guidelines at a ribbon cutting ceremony at the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria.
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Appendix B: Additional Detail on Case Study Methodology
Appendix B provides additional information on the case study methodology. The purpose of the
case study was two-fold: 1) to document the collaborative process used by HHS, GSA, and other
agencies to incorporate the newly released Health and Sustainability Guidelines into an RFP, so
WKDWRWKHUDJHQFLHVDQGYHQGRUVPD\OHDUQIURPWKLVH[SHULHQFHDQG WRGHVFULEHYHQGRUV¶
perspectives on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and their ability to implement these
guidelines in current and future cafeteria contracts. This is also the first case study to document
the process used by HHS and GSA to develop the Health and Sustainability Guidelines.
Research Questions and Data Sources
The case study addressed four major research questions:
f

How did GSA and HHS incorporate the Health and Sustainability Guidelines into the RFP
for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria?

f

What lessons can be learned from the RFP development process?

f

To what extent will vendors who bid on federal food service contracts face new challenges
or opportunities as a result of the implementation of the Health and Sustainability

Guidelines?
f

Based on the Humphrey Building Cafeteria YHQGRU¶VH[SHULHQFH²as well as feedback
from other federal food service vendors²to what extent does adherence to the Health and

Sustainability Guidelines impact cafeteria sales, menu offerings, and food delivery?
Case study methods included a document review on the Health and Sustainability Guidelines
and interviews with federal staff and federal food service vendors. NORC also solicited feedback
from a work group composed of federal staff. The NORC Institutional Review Board reviewed
and approved the data collection procedures and study instruments under protocol 110802 on
August 11, 2011.

Document Review. NORC reviewed the Dietary Guidelines for Americans, 2010 and the Health
and Sustainability Guidelines as well as other grey literature sources4,5,6,7,8 that describe the
4

Joel Kimmons, ³Improving the Food Environment at Worksites and Schools Through Health and Sustainability
Guidelines and )DUPWR,QVWLWXWLRQ6WUDWHJLHV´ SDSHUSUHVHQWHGDWExperimental Biology, Washington, DC, April 9,
2011).
5
Holly McPeak, -RHO.LPPRQV³Health and Sustainability Guidelines for Federal Concessions and Vending
2SHUDWLRQV´ SDSHUSUHVHQWHGDW([SHULPHQWDO%LRORJ\:DVKLQJWRQ'&$SULO 
6
Barry Loberfeld, ³7KH+HDOWKLHU+XPSKUH\&DIp)DFLOLW\3URILOH´Accessed March 1, 2012,
http://www.ebmpubs.com/GFS_pdfs/gfs0711_FacilityProfile.pdf
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Health and Sustainability Guidelines and their implementation at the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria. NORC also reviewed the previous RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria, and the
new RFP that incorporates the guidelines. Additionally, NORC reviewed publicly available
information on the food service vendors that were selected to participate in interviews; the
purpose of this environmental scan was to identify whether the vendor uses the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines or participates in other health, wellness or sustainability activities.
NORC also reviewed preliminary sales and operations data for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria
vendor, which were provided by GSA.
Interviews. NORC conducted 16 interviews with three different types of individuals: federal
staff who participated in the development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and/or the
RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria (n=9); representatives from the current Humphrey
Building Cafeteria vendor (n=2); and representatives from other vendors that hold federal food
services contracts (n=7). Table 1 displays the research questions and corresponding data sources.
Appendix Exhibit: Research Questions and Data Sources

Research Q uestions and Data Sources
1) How did GSA and HHS incorporate the Health and
Sustainability Guidelines into the RFP for the
Humphrey Building Cafeteria?
2) What lessons can be learned from the RFP
development process?
3) To what extent will vendors who bid on federal
food service contracts face new challenges or
opportunities as a result of the implementation of
the Health and Sustainability Guidelines?
4) To what extent does adherence to the guidelines
impact cafeteria sales, menu offerings, and food
delivery?

Document
Review
¸

Federal
V endor
Staff
Interviews
Interviews
¸
¸
¸

¸

¸

¸

7

³Wellness and Sustainability Focus Areas.´ General Services Administration, accessed March 10, 2012,
http://www.gsa.gov/graphics/pbs/Practices_for_Concessions_Operations.pdf
8
Joel Kimmons and Arlin Wasserman, ³Improving the Food Environment at Worksites and Schools through
6XVWDLQDEOHDQG+HDOWK\)RRG3URFXUHPHQWDQG)DUPWR,QVWLWXWLRQ6WUDWHJLHV´ V\PSRVLDGHVFULSWLRQIRU
Experimental Biology, Washington, DC, April 9-13, 2011).
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Data Collection and Analysis
The data collection and analysis activities are described below.

F ederal staff interviews. NORC conducted semi-structured telephone interviews with seven
federal staff from HHS and GSA. The purpose of the federal official interviews was to gather
detailed information about the development of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, and the
implementation of those guidelines in the Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP. HHS and GSA
collaborated with NORC to identify the appropriate federal staff to participate in the interviews.
NORC recruited each individual by sending that individual an advance letter via email. The letter
explained the purpose of the case study and requested participation in an interview. Topics for
the interviews included:
f

Process used to develop the Health and Sustainability Guidelines

f

Process used to develop the RFP for the Humphrey Building Cafeteria

f

Factors that facilitated the development of the RFP

f

How the implementation of the guidelines may impact vendors

f

Lessons learned

Telephone interviews with federal staff lasted between 45 and 60 minutes each, and were
conducted between October and December 2011.

Vendor interviews. Interviews were conducted with nine representatives from seven different
federal food service vendors that serve the Capital Region, including the current Humphrey
Building Cafeteria vendor. The purpose of the interviews was to learn about federal food service
YHQGRUV¶SHUVSHFWLYHVRQWKH Health and Sustainability Guidelines and possible implications for
their business and/or the industry as a whole.
Two representatives of the vendor that currently holds the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria contract.
Seven individuals that represented six other vendors (two individuals represented the
same vendor organization). Four of the six vendors reported that they have
implemented all or some of the Health and Sustainability Guidelines. Two vendor
representatives were familiar with the Health and Sustainability Guidelines, but their
organization has not yet implemented them.
GSA identified the company representatives for the vendor interviews from the food service
industry to participate in the interviews. NORC developed an advance letter, and GSA sent the
advance letter to each vendor via email to secure their participation. The advance letter explained
the purpose of the case study and how the information would be used. Specifically, the advance
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letter informed the individuals that their name and the name of their organization would not be
used in the case study. However, NORC did not promise confidentiality given the limited
number of vendors that serve federal food service contracts in the Capital Region. GSA also
contacted a representative from each vendor to personally invite them to participate in the case
study.
The vendor representatives who participated in the interviews may or may not have submitted a
response to the Humphrey Building Cafeteria RFP. Not all of the vendors that were selected to
participate in interviews were implementing the Health and Sustainability Guidelines at the time
of the interview. Prior to each interview, NORC sent each individual the following list of
possible discussion topics:
f

Familiarity with the Health and Sustainability Guidelines

f

Implications of the guidelines for their business (e.g., profits versus costs, food delivery,
product offerings, look and feel of the cafeteria, sustainability, green purchasing)

f

Experience incorporating the guidelines, if applicable

f

Types of challenges and opportunities that food service vendors may face as a result of the
guidelines

f

Factors that may facilitate the implementation of the guidelines by food service vendors

Positions held by vendor representatives included: president (1), vice president (3),
communications director (1), wellness director (1), corporate chef (1), and purchasing manager
(1). One vendor elected to invite a consultant who provides support to their organization on
health and wellness topics to represent the vendor. Telephone interviews lasted between 45 and
60 minutes, and were conducted between December 2011 and January 2012.

Analysis. Data collected through the interviews were analyzed using traditional methods of
qualitative data analysis, based on the discernment of themes and patterns in the data through a
content analysis. Data collected through the interviews and the document review process were
used to develop this case study.
Work Group. Prior to beginning this study, NORC convened a work group of federal staff that
developed the Health and Sustainability Guidelines and the RFP for the Humphrey Building
Cafeteria. The work group was first convened in the early stages of the project. Through several
conference calls, and one in-person meeting, federal staff played a key role in framing the goals
of this research, and provided feedback on the study design and data collection instruments at
multiple points in the project. HHS and GSA were also involved in selecting the interviews for
this study. As noted earlier, GSA also played a key role in recruiting the vendors for the
interviews.
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Appendix C: Glossary and Abbreviations
Glossary
Bird friendly coffee

The Smithsonian Migratory Bird Center of the National Zoo
certifies "Bird Friendly" coffee as organic and shade-grown. Bird
friendly coffee grows beneath a tree canopy that provides quality
habitat for birds. Shade-grown coffee also plays a key role in
conserving migratory birds.9

Cage free eggs

Eggs from chickens that are not confined in cages.

Certified green seal
chemical

³*UHHQ6HDO&HUWLILFDWLRQHQVXUHVWKDWDSURGXFWPHHWVULJRURXV
science-based leadership standards. This gives manufacturers the
assurance to back up their claims and purchasers confidence that
certified products are better for human health and the
HQYLURQPHQW´10

Certified organic

³2UJDQLFLVDODEHOLQJWHUPWKDWLQGLFDWHVWKDWWKHIRRGRURWKHU
agricultural product has been produced through approved methods
that integrate cultural, biological, and mechanical practices that
foster cycling of resources, promote ecological balance, and
conserve biodiversity. Synthetic fertilizers, sewage sludge,
LUUDGLDWLRQDQGJHQHWLFHQJLQHHULQJPD\QRWEHXVHG´11

Fair trade certified

The Fair Trade network certifies a range of products including
coffee, tea and herbs, fruit and vegetables, sugar, beans and grains,
among others. Fair Trade principles include: farmers receive a
guaranteed minimum floor price and an additional premium for
certified organic products; workers have safe working conditions
and sustainable wages; and farmers have better access to compete
in the global marketplace.12

9
³0LJUDWRU\%LUG&HQWHU6KDGHJURZQFRIIHHSODQWDWLRQV´6PLWKVRQLDQ0LJUDWRU\%LUG&HQWHUDFFHVVHG)HEUXDU\
http://nationalzoo.si.edu/scbi/migratorybirds/coffee/
10
³)UHTXHQWO\DVNHGTXHVWLRQV´*UHHQ6HDODFFHVVHG)HEUXDU\
http://www.greenseal.org/AboutGreenSeal/FrequentlyAskedQuestions.aspx
11
³&RQVXPHU%URFKXUH´U.S. Department of Agriculture National Organic Program, accessed March 1, 2012,
http://www.ams.usda.gov/nop/Consumers/brochure.html
12
³)UHTXHQWO\DVNHGTXHVWLRQV´)DLU7UDGH5HVRXUFH/LEUDU\DFFHVVHG http://www.fairtradeusa.org/resource-library/faq
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Sustainable food system

A sustainable food system exists when production, processing,
distribution, and consumption are integrated and related practices
regenerate rather than degrade natural resources, are socially just
and accessible, and support the development of local communities
and economies.13

Abbreviations
ASA

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Administration

ASPE

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

CDC

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

FDA

U.S. Food and Drug Administration

GSA

General Services Administration

HHS

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services

NIH

National Institutes of Health

ODPHP

Office of Disease Prevention and Health Promotion

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

OPM

U.S. Office of Personnel Management

RFP

Request for Proposal

USDA

U.S. Department of Agriculture

13
American Dietetic Association. Position of the America Dietetic Association: Food and nutrition professionals can implement practices to
conserve natural resources and support ecological sustainability. Journal of the American Dietetic Association 107 (2007):1033-43. Accessed
February 20, 2012.
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